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FOrœwORD
Remote sensing hast traditionally. involved the use of
aerial photography techniques. The first real development of
these techniques began during the First World War in the Near
East and Europe. and during the Second World War in Europe. Asia
and the Pacifie. Black and white panchromatic aerial photography
has been mostly used. particularly in developing countries.
Colour aerial photography has also been used in the past few
decades. but these have been restricted to special areas of
interest because of the high costs involved.
The greatest advances in remote sensing technology began
with the availability of satellite imagery data. following the
launching of the first Earth observation satellite. LANDSAT 1 in
1972. followed by other satellites such as NOM AVHRR. the
Meteosat series. and more recently SPOT. There is no doubt that
the use of satellite data has been. and will continue to be.
greatly enhanced bY the development of digital image processing
techniques.
The use of satellite data has not only greatly improved the
management of our fast-depleting natural resources. but has now
become an integral management decision tool in most countries.
including many developing countries. This has been especially
so for countries with considerable forest resources.
Therefore. it was decided to organise a training course in
remote sensing. with particular emphasis on the visual
intepretation of satellite imagery. for the forestry and related
sectors in the larger Project countries. ie Solomon Islands. Fiji
and Vanuatu (Fiji was unable to send any participants). The
course was funded bY the South Pacifie Forestry Development
Programme (RAS/86/036). and organised by ORSTOM in Noumea. New
Caledonia.
We are grateful to Dr. Gilbert David of ORSTOM for his
untiring efforts in organising and running the course. and for
being the principal editor of this report: to Mr. Jens-Peter
Lilleso. Associate Professional Officer. RAS/86/036. for his
equally untiring efforts and dedication in putting together the
first draft ·of this report: and to the Office of Language
Services, Prime Minister' s Office, Republic of Vanuatu. for
traQslating aIl the French lecture notes to English. Without
their collective. se!fless efforts, this report would not have
been published.
We are confident that this report will be of use to aIl
those interested in the application of remote sensing techniques
in the more effective use and management of their natural
resources.
(TANG, Hon Tat)
Project Coordinator
vi
December 1992
Suva, FIJI.
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1. REPORT OF TRAINING COURSE
by P. Tranqul/lïnl,
FA0,
South Pacifie Forest Development Programme
G. DAVID
ORSTOM, MISSION PORT VILA
1. BACKGROUND
A Remote Senslng Training Course was orlglnally scheduled to be held ln Suva,
Fiji, ln February 1990 by the FAO South Pacifie Forestry Development Programme
ln collaboration with ESCAP Regional Remote Senslng Programme (RAS/861141)
Suva and ORSTOM Mission ln Port Vila. Since some of the participants were
unable to attend, the course was postponed to July 1990, by whlch tlme
RAS/861141 had been termlnated. However, ORSTOM. In Noumea agreed to
arrange the training course at thelr Caledonlan Image Treatment Laboratory,
LATICAL (Laboratoire de Traitement d'Image Calédonien) and provlde sultable
facllltles, technlcal equlpment and expertise, and lectures by the staff, on a contract
fee basls.
2. PRE-COURSE FIELD TRIP
At the suggestion of the technlcal organisation ln ORSTOM Noumea, a two-day field
trip was organlsed before the course on 12 and 13 Jury 1990. For log/stlc reasens,
the pre-course trip was organlsed only for Vanuatu ln the areas covered by the
satellite scene to be analysed at the course (North Efate). This exerclse provlded a
prellmlnary overail knowledge of the terrltory whlch proved to be very useful for the
supervlsed Image treatment ln the laboratory, slnce It would not have been possible
to check agaln the classification obtalned ln the field.
3. THE TRAINING COURSE
3.1 ORGANISATION
The traln/ng course on remote senslng was held ln the LATICAL laboratory at the
ORSTOM Centre, Noumea. New Caledonla from 22 to 27 July 1990, under the
sponsorsh/p of FAO RAS1861036 SPFDP whlch organ/sed the course with the
technlcal cooperation of ORSTOM Mission Port Vila and ORSTOM Centre Noumea.
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The course was orlglnally dlrected at staff of Forestry and other Departments of FIJI,
Solomon Islands and Vanuatu. Flve participants from two countrles, Solomon
Islands (2) and Vanuatu (3), altended the course (see Annex 1). The FIJI Forestry
Department decllned to send any participants slnce thelr remote senslng staff was
scheduled to attend a RS course ln Japan ln October 1990 under the sponsorshlp
of the Japan International Corporation Agency (JICA). The FAO Project sponsored
four participants (Iwo each from Vanuatu and Solomon Islands).
The theme of the cOurse was on satellite image treatment and vlsual Interpretation
for forestry and land use mapplng. The work was done on two SPOT satellite
scenes. The objective of the course was to Introduce to the participants the
capabilitles of satellite Imagery treatment and classification, to develop techniques
and sklll ln visual Interpretation of satellite Imagery and to help produce a land-use
map.
Mr. William Bour, Head of LATICAL Noumea served as the principal resource
person for the training. He supervlsed ail the lecture and laboratory sessions. Ali the
LATICAL staff (Messrs. D. Lille, F. Albert, P. Nosmas) and Mr. G. David from
ORSTOM Port Vila provlded lectures.
3.2 PROGBAMME
The programme consisted of lectures, classroom work, laboratory work and a field
demonstration trip (see Annex 2). The schedule was spread over 5 worklng days
(Monday 23 to Frlday 27). The distribution of the dlfferent actlvlties was:
lectures
Practlcal work
Field demonstratlon
Total
Fourteen lectures covered :
1.5 days
2.5 days
1 day
5 days
30"1" of total time
50% of total time
20% of total tlme
• basic prlnclples of RS technologies and the existing diversity of satellites and
sensors;
•
•
spectral signature, digital Image analysls and automatic classification;
ecology, geomorphology and cllmatology for visual Interpretation and
mapplng.
The practlcal work ln the laboratory and ln the classroom was dedicated to the
Image computer classification and to the drawlng of the land-use map. The SPOT
Image for Vanuatu was provlded by ORSTOM while the FAO Project purchased the
SPOT Image for Solomon Islands (slnce none was avallable ln the ORSTOM
Rbrary).
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3.3 REGISTRAllON
Arrivai of the participants on Sunday 22 July.
After the reglstratlon ln ORSTOM, a lelsure trip was organlsed ln the aftemoon to
Koghl Mountaln, a recreatlonal reserve close to the city, where the participants had
the opportunlty to familiarise themselves wlth the New Caledonlan natural
envlronment.
3.4 OPENING SESSION
The training course was formally opened by Dr. Jean Fages, Director of ORSTOM
Centre Noumea, Mr. Tang Hon Tat, FAO RAS/B6/036 Project Coordlnator and Mr.
WiDiam Bour, Head of LATICAL Noumea.
Dr. Fages welcomed the participants and the coordinators and thanked FAO for
sponsoring the course. He brlefly descrlbed the role and the actlvltles of ORSTOM
and LATICAL and underlined that thls was the flrst RS seminar ever held in
Noumea. He Informed of the forthcomlng International Workshop "Pix-i1es 90", 19-
24 November 1990 ln Noumea, organlsed by ORSTOM and IFREMER and Invtted
the participants to attend the meeting.
Thanklng ORSTOM Noumea and Port Vila, Mr. Tang indicated the Importance of RS
ln forestry. The high-resolutlon SPOT imagery is now permltting the compilation of
Inventories and land-use surveys. especially for those countrles that cannot afford
to have updated aerlal photographs. He polnted out that there are only two foresters
among the participants, reflecting an Integrated approach to land-use and planning.
Mr. William Bour descrlbed the history of LATICAL Image Treatment Laboratory and
brlefly Introduced the staff, the equlpment and the actlvities carrled out. He outlined
the structure of the course and Its objectives.
3.5 LECTURE ANP LABORATORY SESSIONS
This section briefly summarlses the topics covered during the daily sessions.The
classroom was equlpped with slide projector and white board for lectures and
drawlng tables where people could work on theïr maps. The Image treatment
laboratory facilltles are described ln Annex 3.
Monday 23 July:
Openlng session.
Introduction ta the prlnclples of Remote Senslng and description of
the different satellite systems and scanners, wlth particular emphasis on
LandSat, SPOT 1 and SPOT 2. Description of the production of
electromagnetlc radiation (EMR).
Overvlew of SPOT sate"'te.
Lecture on digItal Image analysls and processlng.
Lecture ln vlsual Interpretation and tnapplng unlts, related to the
Melaneslan environment.
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laboratory session. The afternoon was dedlcated to work on the two scenes for
Solomon Islands and Vanuatu. After a demonstratlon on the enhancement of the
raw plcture, a prlnt-out on VERSATEC was distributed to the participants for a tirst
deflnltlon of landscape unlts by vlsuallnterpretallon.
Tuesday 24 July:
lecture on Image geometrlc correction. Intrlnslc errors of the satellite,
extrlnslc errors, correction methods, SPOT products ln respect of the level of
correction performed.
Lecture on Image colourlng ln Remote Senslng. Definition of colour,
systems .of repre-sentation of colours, decomposltion, codes for computer,
yellow-magenta-cyan (YMC) system, additive synthesls and subtractive
analysls, transfer functions, look-up table (LUT).
lecture on spectral signature of vegetation. What it Is, response of
vegetation, parameters, vegetation Index, bl-dimensiona! hlstogram.
Forestry and land-use ln Southern New Caledonla. lecture on an
ongoing remote senslng project carrled out by LATICAL for the New
Caledonla Terrltory Administration. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) Image
reglstratlon, vegetation types, field checks, statistlcal analysis. The lecture
seNed as an introduction to the field demonstratlon.
laboratory session. Durlng the afternoon ln the laboratory, starting of the
supervlsed classification. Study of the bl-dlmensional histogram and modification
with the mouse of the computer. The participants elaborated the Images on the
screen, accordlng to thelr field knowledge, to Improve the capacity of Identification
and to enable the successive automatie classification.
Wednesday 25 July:
A cluster of lectures on geography and ecology on the Melaneslan Islands
environment applled to the vlsuallnterpretatlon ln RS.
Cilmate as a main factor for vegetation, eroslon and modification
Dt the landscape.
Energy flow and water cycle.
Geomorphology and pedology as envlronmental factors for
vegetation mapplng.Geomorphologlcal units, drainage IInes, rock
weatherlng, transportation processes and flows.
tabotatory session. In the afternoon, Introduction to the automatie classification
of the Image. After the Inpllts from the participants, the Image was reprocessed.
Output of thls statlstlcal procedure was a tentative classification, to be later checked
ln the as a post-course actlvlty. Improvement of the units deflned and description of
the Interpretation.
Thursday 26 July:
Dèmonstratlon field trip to Yaté Road area. It was a practlcal demonstratlon
to the tralnees on how ground-truthlng Is done. LATICAL had an order from the
SoUlhern Province of New Caledonia, to perform a land use/sultability analysls for
6
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crop and reforestatlon planning ln the dry wildlands of the southern part of the
Terrltory. The analysls on SPOT Image gave a vegetation type and cover map.
Then, through the dlgitlslng of the topographie map contour linès, a slope and
aspect model was performed, and then a tridimenslonal Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) show/ng a landscape vision of the environment.
The collective field trip helped to finalise the vegetation map. through detection of
rellable ~tralnlng zones" and automatie classification of thë image back in the
laboratory. The training zones prevlously defined were checked in the field with the
vegetation Index map and the last automatic classification performed. To exactly
know the position, a geostationary satellite posltloning devlce (GPS) was used.
Frldilv 27 JuJy:
laboratory session. End of the land-use mapplng exercise in the classroom.
Definition and description of the unlts. Key of Interpretation according to technlcal
characters, unlts and elements, colourlng, shape, etc.
lecture on' strateglc planning for operatlonal RS pro)ects. Definition
of the thematlcs and needs, Job strategy, accuracy, planning the work, RS
processlng, final products, costs. statistlcs.
lecture ln relief mapplng. Introduction to the Digital Elevation Model. how
to use Il.
Final overvlew on application of satellite data, with special emphasls
on the South Paclflc and ORSTOM research in the raglon.
Closlng ceremony.
3.6 ClOSING OF THE TRAINING COURSE
The training course was officially closed at 16.00 on Friday, 27 July 1990 ln the
ORSTOM Centre Noumea by Dr. Jean Fages, Director of ORSTOM Centre and Mr.
William Bour, Head of LATICAL. The five participants. the LATICAL staff, Mr.
G.Davld from ORSTOM Port Vila and Mr. P.Tranquillini on behalf of the FAO South
Paclflc Forestry Development Programme attended the farewell ceremony hosted
by Mr. M. Fromaget, ORSTOM Information Offlcer.
4. SECOND PHASE POST-COURSE ACTIVITIES
One of the objectives of the training course was to conduct a land-use mapplng
exerclse and a field check supervlsed by FAO and ORSTOM coordinators ln both of
the countrles. The two coordlnators prepared a short guide to help the tralnees to
complete the vlsual Interpretation of thelr Spot Image (Annex 4). The guide was
sent to each tralnee ln the beglnnlng of August.
The field programmes were carrled out from 20 to 24 August 1990 ln North Efate,
Vanuatu and from 25 August to 2 September ln Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands. A
report was submltted by the participants upon completlon of thelr exerclses.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS
Durlng the last session of the course, a questionnaire (see Annex 4) was dlstributed
arriong the participants, wlth the alm to colleet some background information from
them and thelr evaluatlon of the workshop. The general comments were very
positive, and ail the participants felt the course had enhanced thelr professlonal
knowledge. Through the analysls of ail the answers (see Annex 5) and also through
discussions w1th the participants, the followlng main points emerged:
1. One week was too short for the broad scope of themes discussed in the lessons.
2. More time should have been devoted to the computer work.
3. Advance information, e.g.
agenda of the course sent out before the course, to enable participants to
prepare themselves;
outlines of the lectures, to help people follow the subjects more
effectively;
instructions and handouts for the laboratory work.
4. Need"for a follow-up after the completion of the course, in form of a field exercise.
5. More information on RS courses, publications. notes, etc. from FAO to the
countries.
6.. Implementation of national sub-programmes and exercises in RS for the South
Pacific countries. .
8
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APPENDIX 1.
PARTICIPANTS AND RESOtlRCE PEOPLE
Participants
SOloMON ISLANDS
Mr. Ed Edrel Dolaiano
Principal Forestry Officer
Forestry Division
Mr. Fuata Islmell Mosese
Senior Surveyor
Photogrammetry Section
Survey and Mapping Division
VANUATU
Mr. Aru Joel Mathias
Forest Utilisation Officer
Department of Forestry
Mr. Mackenzie Vagaha
Root Crops Officer
Department of Agriculture.
livestock and Horticulture
Mr. Pierre-François Calame n
Junior Agronomist, agronomy section
Department of Agriculture,
L1vestock and Horticulture
(*) not funded by FAO RAS/861036 SPFDP
Resource Persans
Mr. Frédéric Albert
Computer Englneer
Image Processlng Speclalist
Mr. William Bour
Head of LATICAl
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Address
Ministry of Natural Resources
P.O. BoxG24
Honiara, Solomon Islands
Minlstry of Agriculture and lands
P.O. Box G 13
Honiara. Solomon Islands
Department of Forestry
Private Mali Bag 064
Port Vila, Vanuatu
Department of Agriculture,
livestock and Horticulture
PrivateMail Bag 004
Santo. Vanuatu
Department of Agriculture.
L1vestock and Horticulture
Tagabe station
PrivateMail Bag
Port Vila, Vanuatu
LATICAl
ORSTOM Centre
B.P. A 5 Noumea CEDEX
Nouvelle-Calédonie
LATICAl
ORSTOM Centre
B.P. A 5 Noumea CEDEX
Nouvelle-Calédonie
Report of Training Course
Mr. Gilbert David
Geographer
ORSTOM Coordlnator
Mr. Didier Ulle
Computer Engineer
RS Speelallst
Mr. Patrick Nosmas
Computer Engineer
Mr. Paolo Tranquillini
Assoeiate Professional Offieer
FAO Coordlnator
ORSTOM Mission de Port-Vila
B.P.076
Port Vila. Vanuatu
LATICAl
ORSTOM Centre
B.P. A 5 Noumea CEDEX
Nouvelle-Calédonie
LATICAl
ORSTOM Centre
B.P. A 5 Noumea CEDEX
Nouvelle-Calédonie
FAO South Pacifie Forestry
Development Programme
PrivateMail Bag 010
Port Vila, Vanuatu
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SUNDAY 22
08:30
09:00
11 :00 - 17:00
MONDAY 23
08:00 - 08:30
08:30 - 09:00
09:00 - 09:30
09:30 - 10:00
10:00 - 10:30
10:30 - 11 :00
11:00 -11:30
11:30 -12:00
12:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 17:00
TUESPAY 24
08:00 - 08:30
08:30 - 09:00
09:00 - 09:30
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REMOTE SENSING TRAINING COURSE
AGENDA
ORSTOM - LATICAL
NOUMEA, NEW CALEDONIA
(22-27 JULy 1990)
Registration of participants: Tontouta Airport
Transit to ORSTOM
Field trip: KOGHI Mountain
Opening Session
Welcome address by Dr. J. Fages, Dlrector of ORSTOM
Message by Mr. TANG HON TAT
Presentation of LATICAL and Training Courses objectives:
W. BOUR
TEABREAK
Prlnclples of remote senslng :
D. LILLE
The SPOT satellite system, an overview :
D. LILLE
Introduction to image processing:
F. ALBERT
Elements of satellite Imagery,:visual Interpretation and mapping
G. DAVID
Discussion
FREE TIME FOR LUNCH
Practlcal work.Visuallnterpretation of VERSATEC prints from
SOLOMON Islands and VANUATU.
• CCT data reading,
• Enhancement of the Images,
• Printlng,
• Visuallnterpretatlon: definition of landscape units.
Geometrie corrections:
t=. ALBERT
The colour in remote senslng:
D. LILLE
TEA BREAK
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09:30 - 10:00
10:00 - 10:30
10:30 - 12:00
12:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 17:00
WEDNESDAY 25
08:00 - 08:30
08:30 - 09:00
09:00 - 09:30
09:30 - 10:00
10:00 - 12:00
and
14:00 - 17:00
THURSDAY 27
09:00 - 17:00
FRlpAY27
08:00 - 09:30
09:30 - 10:00
10:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 14:30
14:30 - 15:00
15:00 - 15:30
15:30 - 16:00
16:00 - 18:00
Spectral signatures of vegetation :
P. NOSMAS
Remote senslng application: Forestry and land use in the South
of New Caledonla:
P. NOSMAS
Practlcal work Visuai Interpretation (continued), Visualinterpre-
tatlon Identification of training sets.
FREE TIME FOR LUNCH
Practical work Supervlsed classification: initiation
Environmental factors relevant to vegetation
mapping,geomorphology and pedology:
G. DAVID
C\lmate and vegetation in Melanesia:
G. DAVID
Energy f10w and material cycles ln tropical forests:
G. DAVID
TEA BREAK
Practical work:
supervlsed classification on Efate
and on Guadalcanal images.
Field trip: Yate Road, introduction to ground truthing
Practical work: Preparation of thematlc maps
TEA BREAK
Preparation of thematic maps (continued)
FREE TIME FOR LUNCH
Assessing a remote senslng project:
f. ALBERT
Relief mapplng: Digital Elevation Model:
D. LILLE
Applications of satellite data for land and sea surveys,
an overvlew: W. BaUR
Closlng ceremony
FAREWELL COCKTAIL
12
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APPENDIX3.
L.A.T.I.C.A.L
Caledonian Image Treatment laboratory
(laboratoire de Traitement d'Image Calédonien)
The LATICAl Image Treatment laboratory was set up 2 years ago, wlthln the
premlses of ORSTOM Centre.
The staff of the laboratory Is: the Head, Mr. Bour, fisherles blologlst, plus 3 computer
englneers.
The equlpment Is:
a SUN 31160C Computer Station, 3 terminaIs, 500Mb hard-disk
an ISIS Monitor, hlgh resolutlon (3,OOOx3,OOO pixel)
a TEKTRONICS 4696 Colour Prlnter
a VERSATEC Prlnter, AO posters capablllty, electrostatlc 4-eolour printer
a BENSON 6361 Dlgltlser
an AKAI Optlc Disk Reader
The total cost of the equlpment Is about 1,000,000 F Francs (180,000 US$).
LATICAl has been worklng ln close contact with the ORSTOM research units and
with the New Caledonla Territory Administration. The main fields of activlty are reef
productlvity studies and vegetation mapplng.
13
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APPENOIX 4.
NOTES FOR THE FIELD-CHECkS
AND
FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE REPORT
WH EN The field-checks will be held ln:
VANUATU 20 - 24
SOLOMON ISLANDS 27 - 30
August
August
Gilbert. Paolo
Gilbert
WHAT TO D.O Before that date. you should:
.'n'sh the general vlsual interpretation of the maps.
focus on some aspects of your field of work (gardens. coconut intercropplng,
forest types, geomorphological features, etc.) to be verified on the ground and
then considered in your report.
STEP ONE: FINISH THE VISUAL INTERPRETATION
A. Go more ln detal! wlth the differentiatlon, If possible.
B. Give a number to every type of unit.
C. Description of the colour and texture of every area:
Colour: hue, tone, brightness.
Texture: size, shape, granularity, Iinearity, order, contrast.
O. Glve an Interpretation of what you thlnk it is (forest, coconuts, pastures.
etc.) You can get help from the exlsting maps (topo, land-use. vegetation, soil
maps, etc.) and from the air-photos.
Follow the a"ached Table 1 as an example. Try to prepare a similar one.
STE~ TWO: DRAW THE UNITS ON TRACING PAPER
A. Overlay the traclng paper report to your Interpretation and draw the
boundarles (uslng black pencil).
B. Colour every type of unit corresponding to a number.
STEP THREE: AUTOMAJIC CLASSIFICATION MAP
A.
B.
Flrst wrlte a IIst of "what you expect to distingulsh from the automatic
classification. This Is a tentative Iist and Il will help you to check if really the
Image glves you ail the information that you wish to get.
You should focus on your field of work (agriculture, survey, forestry) and
prepare a detalled IIst of features that it would be Interestlng for you ta
Identlfy.
This IIst will be the basls for the field-check. As an example. see Table 2.
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Tnhle 1
TENTATIVE VI~(;I;;rATlVI':ANI) LANU USF. SClml\lE
Prepared for vlsual nnnlysis of I.lIndsnl-MSS rolor composite Imnl!cry
at seale 1: 250 000 ln Pnpllll New Gulnen
CA'nUN LIWEI.
1 2 J
1. URBAN lAND • Clty/towns
•Tmnspomtlon
"
•Open Mlnlna
--"
2. AGRICULTURAL • Permanent · Coffee
LAND • Coconof
.011 Pnlm
• Rnbber
.SlIgnrCnnl'
.Ten
.Amblelnnd
3. GRASSUND •Dry • Bllmt
· Unbnmt
.IDuDdnted
4. FOREST LAND • MontaDe • tower montane (400-1500 m)
· Mid nontanl' (1500-2700 m)
· Upper montaDl' (ovl'r 2700 m)
.Mlxed
• MODsoon
.Swamp
• Mangrove
• Predomlnantly AAllo pllims
• Plantations
•Sortwoods
• I1nrdwoods
5.IDLELAND • Roell ollfemps
•SaDd dunes
• toDd slldes
---6. WATER BODIES .tokes ---"
-- - ~
• R1verslStrenms
Il Is of utmost ImportaDce thnt very llond hosl' mnps bl' IISerl for ensler Idenllflclltlon
and locatloD of natuml fentures nnd hont-op nrtlls. Prtfl'mbly fhe smIc shollid he
the same as the Imngery belnlllnterprded. Thc nl)()\'c c1I1SSl'S lin suhJect 10 cltnnacs
wbeD verlned ID the neld and also when the stlldy Is cxpanderl over the ,,-holl' rollnll')".
Soon:e: EScAPJUNJ)P Report of the tmlnlnl! COllrsC on nmote senslnllllpp"cnllon~
ID veaetadon aDd land Ust elasslflcntlon nnd mnpplnll (RAS/BI/OJ4) PorI
Moresby, Pnpoa New Gulnen. 8-16 Uec. 19Rti. 1000p.
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Tn"I.!
SUMMARY 01' 1D":N1UYIN<: .'I~.o\TIIKI;;''lRY CATl':CORV
As _n on ' ...........1M!lS <olor CO"'I""'''' .ad. 1 : 1.0;0 000
~..... , .WhlllSll bl"" ICOAn< I"mllll Abrtahl.< .olonr. Mon .....<Ie a""'I11...
• Tr1Importatlon Wltlle Conne sa.h DR ...mlslol.".,rls cll><emnhl<.
.AIraorls Wltlie FIne V_Il. na.......hll. st""'. ,.
Z. AgrkaIlare L ArabI. land MIxl..... or R<dIV.llo V.ry ...uglt Dolled spol. or rcdIy.llowlbla. ,"o"'''ll.nllhAUnn
Z.·P..........I Dack red, 1-'11'" ...d Fln< and dln....nl slaJl"lo R.<In"ll"lar .ho..... pnU.ms
........ .....llncL
1GnssIand WItIIIs"IV.n•• !lnlOOlI. Fln.lula......11" A....n... or .1.......... Color
dlD_I. _nls" bla< ...ben bamL Inund.lecl
1~nd '" llahl blalsh
11 AlDIDe 8J'IISStaacI B'a1sh ...h'l. eo...... 1F.II5IIy Ide..Mcd on loPS or lDOanlD'ns
f4.V......
•Mbœd LowIutd RnIn F.1'<ld Plnlt SRlOOlh u ....ny n.ar lhe ._Iland .nd on "01 land.
• Mo..""'" RedlBrown Ro. Coloar chn...... rrom r<cllo dAck b.....n And
alllmul.1y 10 Alpin• .,."..Innd DR lbe ollliad.
ln..........
.M........... D..... red SRlOOI" UflIIDDy roand ln ..Inari.. and ....nnd nolamll.les
.SwIImp LIgh' red Ro"llh Malnly Ioca'cd ln Ih.I_land.•• Mlxla... or
lIo"',",<o1Ill. Pn"... And~ ro.....l. m"""'a
• Voreld PlaDlaUon Ou<kred Fln< !lqaarl.h ..U.......n oonl.....11o '<1l<lnllon
lIIIII'lIlI...u....1L
s. Idle !ImJI
'" Walel'l>odIes • Lakes Darkblae Fln< aswdIy Junof"l sltorp bondnorl.... C.loar .lto......
·RJ...rs Llghlblne Fln< '0 ...blle dne 10 scdlrntn.... R....... 'JT<1lDlar
1IlII1'OW blue 5"'"
Nole! The colo. deplcled bere .1'0 Jas' ...."'11" or lb< n... IRUIll"rI.. 'bn' ..... Inl.rp...'«I.
Thero .... sfRrIt contrnsla bolwHn 'he l_rIos.
So'UJ1Zt acAP/UNDP Report of lhe (mln'na coort;C' on ",,,,olr hC'n~dngappll('q..o.... In "C'1:C'.ntfon nnd land mot' C'fn......lncft'Inn
8l1li mapplug (RAS/8I/034) Pori Morcsby, Popan N•• I:nln..... S.lcI o.•. 19lIcI. 100 pp.
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STEP fOUR: COMPARE VISUAL AND AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATIONS
A. Overlay the traclng paper obtained from the visual classification to the
automatie classification map. Vou will note some zones wlth more detalled
Information, and some others not so dlfferent from your visuel map.
B. Demarcate the zones ln whlch there Is much difference. Contour them ln
red penel!.
The flrst day of the f1eld-checklng programme will be spent in the office, for:
analysls of the dlfferences between the two maps. This will enable us to
optimise the location of the field-ehecks.
discussion and planning on the dlfferent perspectives ln the field work.
Accordlng to hls Interest. every participant should consider some partlcular
aspects ln the area, like the distinction between vanous crops or forest types or
ages or densltles and so on.
The Information collected ln the field will support the specifie analysls that will be
the most Interestlng and Important part of the country report.
An outllne for the country-reports Is the followlng:
1. INTRODUCTION
2. OBJECTIVES
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING IN NOUMEA
4. MATERIALS USED
5. DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD WORK
6. LAND-USE ANALYSIS AND MAP
7. DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD WORK
8. FOREST ANALYSIS
Goals
Flndlngs
9. AGRICULTURE ANALYSIS
Goals
Flndlngs
10. LAND SURVEY AND MAPPING
Goals
Flndlngs
11. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE ANALYSIS
12. NOTES ON APPLICATION OF THE SATELLrrE DETECTION IN THE
COUNTRY
13. REFERENCES
17
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APPENDIX 5. EVALUATION Of THE COURSE
1. PREVIOUS TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE IN REMOTE SENSING
Two participants attended formai courses ln aerial photo-interpretation for more
than 1 month.
One participant attended a course in AP Interpretation of less than one month.
One participant attended a conference in satellite RS, during the Forest Sector
Planning Course. sponsored by FAO RAS/86/036 in Port Vila. Vanuatu 3-21 July
1989.
Use of RS senslng ln thelr worls
Two tralnees use aerial photos regularly.
One sometimes uses both satellite images and aerial photos.
One uses aerial photos sometimes.
One has never used RS Images.
[NOTE: No one had previous practical experience in satellite RSJ.
2. SELECTION fOR THE PRESENT COURSE
Two participants applied because they were interested in RS applications ln their
National Forest Inventory Work.
One applled because he was interested in RS for the updating of base topographie
maps.
One was Interested ln RS applications for agricultural farming system studies.
Three were nomlnated by thelr Heads of Dept. without application from other staff.
One was seJected from applications among Interested staff members.
One dld not know how he was selected.
Sefore the course: Three participants felt that there was no more suitable candidate
from thelr Department.
Two of them thought that someone else could have been more suitable.
Alter the course: Four thought that no one from their Department would have been a
more suitable cholce for participation.
One thought that someone else could still have been selected.
3. EVALUATION Of THE COURSE BV THE PARTICIPANTS
Travel arrangements. accommodation. allowances were ro.tt.d. VERY GOOD by
two participants. GOOD by two and SATISFACTORY by one.
Lectures (content. dellverv. duratlon. notes) were rated VERY GOOD by one
participant and GOOD by four.
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The General comments were:
a) that some outlines of the lectures should have been given to the participants
and that the agenda of the course should have been sent out in advance, to
enable some background preparation and to brlng along some useful
materlal;
b) that the notes should have been in bound cover;
c) that the course should have been arranged over two weeks;
d) that some dlfficultles ln language were encountered and the delivery of some
lectures was too fast.
[NOTE: The language of the course was English, but ail the lecturers were French;
thls may have caused some difficulty in the comprehension and problems with the
delivery of lecture notes.]
Practteal work was rated VERY GOOD by two trainees, GOOD by one,
SATISFACTORY by two.
The field demonstratlon was rated VERY GOOD by one, GOOD by three and FAIR
by one participant.
Some would have IIked more access to computers, and more Involvement ln the
field Identification exerc/se. Instructions and handouts of the laboratory work would
have been useful.
4. USEFULNESS OF THE COURSE
For thelr work: Two people rated the course as VERY USEFUl, two of them as
USEFUl and one as SATISFACTORY.
The course provlded them a chance to learn the basic knowledge of SPOT /magery
posslbllit/es for the/r work.
One suggested to have the course outilne before attending.
personally: Two people rated the course as VERY USEFUl, and the other three as
USEFlIl.
One appreclated the real application demonstrat/on.
One of them regretted hls Iittle famlliarity w1th computers.
[NOTE: Almost ail the participants did not have a great comprehension of computer
systems. ThIs might have limited their full involvement in the laboratory work].
Cost effectlveness:
[NOTE: ......of the course". The question, as formulated, as not clear, and the two
participants who remarked, gave instead comments on the cost effectiveness of
satellite imageries applications]
"Dlfflcult to make meaningful comparlson as to whether using SPOT Imager/es Is
cheaper and more rellable than aerlal photographs. Anything valuable Is costly
and requlres a longer tlme to achleve. "Very cost effectIve for 'small and medium
scale maps at present. Probably advanced technology ln the near future will meet
hlgher accuracy ln order to cater for large scale maps (eg. 1:10,000 to 1:500 scale,-.
Everybody agrees that the participants should ail be of different disciplines (forestry,
agriculture, surveyors, etc.), because "a mixture helps fill gaps".
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5. FUTURE RS PROGRAMMES IN THE RESPEC"nVE COUNTRIES
ESCAP/UNDP Regional Remote Sensing Programme for the Pacifie [NOTE: The
RRSP, Suva terminated in June 1990).
{SOI} The AIDAB funded Natural Forest Inventory to be carried out will probably
Inetude some RS analysls.
{VAN} None at the moment, but further collaboration between the Forestry
Department and ORSTOM, Port Vila, ln the near future is possible, after this course.
6. FINAL COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS
There should be a follow-up after the completion of the reports.
FAO could Inform on RS courses. publications. notes, etc. There should be more
sub-programs, semlnars. workshops for the Pacifie countries.
{SOL} "We certainly need a RS program in the Solomons. Unfortunately we do not
seem to have the resources ln terms of finance and technical equipment. as weil as
manpower."
20
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PART 2. COUNTRY REPORTS
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COUNTRY REPORT· REPUBLIC OF VANUATU
by P.F. CALAME, M. VAGAHA
Department of Agriculture, Llvestock and Agriculture
A.J. MATHIAS
Department of Forestry
PORT VILA
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
Remote senslng ln Vanuatu began ln the late 1970's and mld 1980's when the
black and white aerlal photos were f10wn by the Royal Air Force and the Royal
Australlan Air Force. The aerlal photos were flown at an average scale of 1:30,000
and were malnly used for mapplng, land surveys and other minor works. The most
recent photos were flown ln 1986 with colour photos ln some parts of the country.
Remote sensing Is now rapidly becomlng an Important tool for development ln
Vanuatu.
Government Departments responslble for development and control of over the
country's natural resources are now uslng remote senslng methods to measure,
record, monitor and control Impacts whlch may have adverse effects on the natural
resources. The Forestry Department for example, Is now uslng aerlal photos and
Geographlcal Information Systems (GIS) to asslst ln carrylng out Its tlrst National
Forest Resource Survey (NFRS). The data collected will asslst the Department ln
planning short, medium and long term forest development projects and operatlonal
plans.
ln addition to aerlal photos, satellite Images are now belng trled ln some fields,
prlmarlly ln resource mapplng and assessment. The french organisation ORSTOM
(Institut FrancaIs de Recherche Scientifique pour le Developpement en
Cooperation) has carried ou1 work on coastal resource assessment and mapplng ln
parts of the country (David, 1989).
As the need for more precise estlmates of data and Information is required, steps
are taken not only ln Vanuatu, but also ln other Pacifie countries to experiment with
the avallable cost effective technologies
1.2 OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the study undertaken ln Vanuatu were as follows:
a) to evaluate remote senslng methods as a tool for data and Information
collection, resource assessment and other fields in the development process.
b) to Identlfy different land uses using SPOT images
c) to c1asslfy and map the different land uses.
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d) ta try ta dlfferentlate between Agriculture and Forestry land uses based on
the colour and texture as displayed on the SPOT Images.
e) ta determlne the potentlal of SPOT images for future remote senslng work ln
Vanuatu.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
2.1 LOCATION
Efate and small satellite Islands of Nguna, Pele, Mao, Maso and Lelepa are
situated between latitude 11'25' North and 17"50 South, and longitude 168·9' and
168·35'. They belong ta the Vanuatu archlpelago (Fig. 1) ln South West Paclflc
Ocean and are located ln the South Tropical zone.
The satelllte Image area Is situated in North West Efate, Including a part of Maso
Island (Ag. 2, 3).
2.2 CliMATE
The Efate climate Is fnsular Equatorial and characterlsed by Irregular but frequent
South-East trade w1nds. It Is most of the tlme hot and humid ln the major part of the
Island. However, we can dlstlngulsh two seasons : one hot, humld and very ralny
from November ta April-May, another one sllghtly more fresh, more dry and less
ralny from July ta October. They seasons appear clearly on the mean monthly
ralnfall and average monthly temperature charts (Ag. 4, 5).
The feature of Efate (and the "hlgh Islands" in general) [s Irregular patterns of the
local cilmate due ta the Influence of trade wlnds and of altitude. The South-East
coast (Forarl-Rentabao) Is more ralny and more humld than the North-West coast.
Port-Havannah ta Undlne Bay Is more hot and dry, and at high altitude, on Mount
Mac Donald. the ralnfall and the humldlty are hlgh. Sa, we can dlstlngulsh three
cllmatlc zones :
Law altitude wlndward zone (s 550 m) on the South-East Coast (Forarl-
Rentabao);
Law altitude leeward zone «400 m) on the North-West coast and Inland
towards Mount Erskine plateau between Port Havannah and Undine Bay. The
sateIRte Image area Is located ln thls zone;
High altitude wlndward zone (550 ta 650 m), South-East sldes of Mont Mac
Donald;
2.3 GEOLOGY
Efate and the small Islands north of Efate conslst of predomlnantly volcanic eruptive
rocks, coral IImestone plateaus and sedlmentary terraces. The Islands began ta
form at the end of the Eocene age and were subJect ta major volcanlc actlvlty.
This actlvlty was accompanled by rapld tectonlc upllft (..1m per 1000 years) which
gave rlse ta the graduai emergence of a number of new coral IImestone plateaus.
Most of the emerged land rose durlng the Quatemary period.
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The form of relief encountered in Efate and Moso was developed in elevated and
eroded Mlocene and Pliocene volcano sedimentary rocks, with a capping plateau
of Quaternary coral limestone. The relief encountered in Nguna, Pele and Mao is
typlcal of young volcanlc islands whose cone and eruptive crater shapes are
relatlvely Intact.
2.4 GEOMORPHOLOGY
We can dlstlnguish on the following geomorphology units Efate, Moso and Lelepa:
Very eroded volcanic rock (tuff): Mac Donald, Fatmalapa and Quoln
Mountains;
Land-form gently undulated in stratifled fine volcanic rock (tuff): above
Rentabao-Forarl IImestone plateaus;
Limestone plateaus: Rentabao-Forarl plateaus;
Recent dissected plains (graben plains): Teouma, Mele, Tagabe and Marona
plains;
Recent coastal plains: Nguna, Pele and Mao islands of recent volcanic relief
form, only sllghtly eroded.
2.5 VEGETATION
Vegetation dlrectly related to the climatic zones described above can be seen. At
low altitude, tropical raln forest Is on the windward side, and semi-deciduous
tropical forest and pyrogenous formations of forest and savanna to the leeward
slde. At hlgh altitude, the "perhumid" summits are overgrown with a low forest
cover, rlch ln eplphytlc plants, known as "nephelophlle" plants.
2.6 POPULATION
On Efate, most of the population Is located ln the South (Fig. 6), in the urban area of
Port Vila. Accordlng to the 1989 census, the population of Vila was 19,400 whereas
11,600 were living ln rural zones.
Table. gives us an Idea of the population and land-use ln Efate ln comparison with
the other Islands of Vanuatu ln 1980. It appears that only 17.5% of the cultivable
area Is under cultivation, and the land-use conslsts malnly of coconuts and
pasture, and subslstence crops representlng 25%.People from the small Islands
(Moso, Lelepa, Nguna, Pele, Mao) cultivate gardens on Efate due to the
land-pressure on thelr small Islands. The early settlements of mlssionaries and
planters have had a big Influence on the current land use patterns and vegetation
cover by logglng and clearing of forests, by creating grasslands for cattle breeding
and by creating coconut plantations.
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Figure 1. Location of the island Efate in Vanuatu (Irom Anonym, 1984)
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Figure 2. The Island Efate, Vanuatu (from 1:50,000 map, I.G.N., 1976))
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Figure 3. Location of satellite image on Efate (I.G.N.• 1979)
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Figure 4. Mean monlhly rainfall from 1961 10 19
83 (David, 1990)
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Figure 5. Mean monthly temperature from 1961
10 1983 (David. 1990)
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Figure 6. Location of the main population densities on Efate (Anonym, 1984)
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Table 3 Population and land use in Vanuatu (Source: Government 01 Vanuatu
National Planning and 5aatistics Office)
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2.7 SQll.S.
Very diverse soils are recorded. due partly to intense volcanic activity and tectonlc
up-lift. and partly to climatic variations. The principal soils occurring are : andosols
on recent volcanic ash ; brown soils and immature (weakly developed) erosion
soils on the oldest (Mio-pliocene) volcano-sedimentary chains. deeply modified by
eroslon ; fersiallitic and ferrallitic soifs, depending on wind exposure, on Iittle
eraded plio- pleistocene formations (sedimentary limestone and vofcanic rack) and
very humus-rich andosol type soils on the "perhumid" summits. Because of theïr
youth and deposlts of volcanic origin, many of these soils are very lertile (Quantin,
1972, 1982a).
Figure 7 shows the agronomie potential from the satellite image area. it appears
that most of the area has good - (West side of Mount Erskine. Siviri plateau, Undine
Bay valley, Moso) to average - (Marana Valley, Moso and Samoa coast) agronomie
potentlal, while the Port Havannah coast is poor.
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3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD WORK
Two field trips were organised :
before the workshop in New Caledonia (16-17 July) ~o have an idea of the
zones we would work in and to define our objectives and interests ;
alter the seminar (20-24 August) to carry out field-checks of the visual
Interpretations drawn and the automatie classification map processed at
Noumea.
3.1.1 Pre Course field-trip (16-17 July);
Ali the zones visited during this tour were not located in the area studied at Noumea
because the main goal was to find types of land to work on. The land types
(Iandscape and land use types) are outlined in figures 7 or 8.
16 July
Paonanglsu : vlsit to gardens in cleared forest or old coconut plantation (fig. 8).
It was already difficult to distingulsh them on the aerial photos and we
expected that It would be difficult on satellite Images.
Lakenasua (on the study area) : route through Leucaena -, Acacia - and raln
forests to identlfy thelr features (density, colour, etc.) and their location. It
. appeared that Leucaena occurs most often on slopes, Acacia on plateaus or
gentle slopes, ralnforest on slopes or bottom of valleys.
17 July
Teouma : visit along a logglng road (in use) in very humid rainforest in order to
register changes caused by Jogging activities (fig. 8).
Epule : vlslt along a former logging road ln order to register the evolution of
the remalnlng forest. It appears that part of the logged over area is used to
create gardens, ln the remalnder of the area the forest is growing back (plenty
of tree seedlings) but the forest 15 less dense than the original.
3.1.2 Eleld-checklng trip
The field-check was IImited to the study area ln order to check the conclusions
drawn from the vlsual Interpretation and the automatic classification. The zones
checked are represented outllned on the figures 9,10,11,12.
20 August
Work at Port Vila to finish and compare the vlsual interpretatlon maps drawn by
particIpants, and to determlne the location of the field·checks.
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Figure 7. Agronomie potential of area eovered by satellite image
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Figure 7. Agronomie potential of area eovered by satellite image
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21 August
Mount Erskine :
+ 1st stop : at the beginnlng of the 2nd plateau from the road (see fig. 9).
The vegetation of Leucaena on s!ope, Acacia on fiat areas, and
grassland on plateau conflrmed the vlsuallnterpretation.
+ 2nd stop: top of Mount Erskine (radio station). It allowed a very wide view
of the different types of vegetation around the Mount (see fig. 9). Some
areas confirmed the visual Interpretation and the automatie classification
(Malafao, Meten, Lakenasua and Western Rumakimala plateau, Erskine
Northern slopes, and end of Marona river valley) whereas some land use
types had not been detected on the satellite image (gardens along
Marona river, Havannah Harbour old coconut-tree plantation).
+ 3rd stop: walk on Sentier Bernier untll the cliff (see fig. 9). The humid
forest on the bottom of the valley confirmed the signature detected on the
satellite Image.
Checking of the zones observed fram Erskine (see fig. 10).
+ Rumakimala plateau : The zones dlstinguished on the satellite image,
Leucaena on slopes and Acacia on plateau or on gentle slope. confirmed
the visual Interpretation.
+ Malafao plateau : The zone distinguished on the satellite image,
abandoned pastures, confirmed the visual Interpretation.
+ Meten plateau : The zones dlstinguished on the satellite Image,
Leucaena on top and slope. and dense forest (canoe-tree) at sea level.
confirmed the vlsual Interpretation.
22 August
Marona Valley (Havannah Harbour) : Along a former logging road (see fig.
11). Although there was a high density of gardens during the first 2-3
kllometres along the river, It had been difficult to identlfy them on the satellite
Image. At the end of the logglng road, a very humid rainforest on the bottom of
the valley and the acacia on the Erskine s!opes confirmed the zones delfmited
on the maps.
Undine Bay (fig. 11) :
+ Coconut tree plantation : The swamps, waterlogged areas. weil
maintained coconut trees and the zones invaded by weeds corresponded
to the specifie signatures noted on the satellite image.
+ Eastern Rumaklmala plateau : As seen from the coconut plantation the
vegetation was only acacia forest and confirmed the zone delimited on
the maps.
23 August
Vlslt to Moso Island (fig. 12) across a plateau (Leucaena and Acacia) and along a
cliff (dense dry forest). The main feature was the aftermath of cyclone Ouma that
appeared on the plateau, especlally with Leucaena trees wind-felled but still
growing.
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Figure 8. Pre-course field triep (16 - 17 July 1991)
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Figure 9. Field check (21 August in the morning)
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Figure 10. Field check (21 August ln the afternoon)
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Figure 11. Field check (22 August)
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Figure 12. Field check (23 August)
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24 August
Work at Port Vila to correct the Iimlts of the zones, discuss the findings and the
outllne for the country-report.
3.2. SOURCE MATERIAL AND MAPPING METHOD
3.2.1. Source Materiel
The data used ln this study included the following:
A scene shot at 30th June 1989 in the multi-spectral mode. This system is
equipped with three channels known as XS1, XS2 and XS3 whlch
corresponds respectlvely to green and yellow bands (0.50-0.59um), red bands
(0.61-0.68um) and Infra red bands (0.79-0.89um). The satellite Image was
printed at the scale of 1:25,00 (figs. 13, 14).
An automatie classification of the forest types and land use patterns of the area
done by an satellite Image processing software developed by LATICAL.
A satellite Image of the vegetation index, which was used for comparison
purposes between different images and for the analysis of the main Image
when dolng the visual Interpretation. The vegetative Index Is done as follows;
XS3 - XS2
V.I. = -------------------
XS3 + XS2
A topographlcal map of the area at the scale of 1:50,000 showing contour Iines
at 20m Intervals, rivers, roads, villages and other features.
Black and white aerial photos f10wn by the Royal Australlan Air Force in 1985,
1986 and 1987 at the scale of 1:30,000.
Soli and vegetative maps by P. Quantin (1982)
Forest typlng map of Efate done by Saunders J. (1988), based on aerial
photos.
3.2.2. land Use Mapplng Method
The visual interpretatlon mapping method followed during the training course Is
carried out by the following steps:
a) Flrst identification of the Land use patterns. The land use map Is drawn by
placlng a transparent sheet over the SPOT satellite image and then, based
on coJour and texture, the land uses are differentlated. Based on the
classification results, the boundaries between different land uses are
delineated (table 4).
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b) Use of the automatie classification prlntlng and the vegetation Index Image to
compare and adJust Interpreted results.
c) Select training zones out in the field for ground truthing and re-Interpretation
of the satellite Image.
The Interpretation of the SPOT satellite image is done visually asslsted by
field checks, ground truthing, panchromatic photos taken at the sites and
aerlal photos. Discussions with local people living around the study are held
and recorded for cross checklng. The soil, geology and topographical maps
of the area are used extensively and in some cases ln detai! where certain
areas are dlfficult to classify.
d) Vlewlng of aerlal photos to asslst ln areas where classification of the land use
is difficult, e.g on slopes and some agrlcultural land uses etc., and to check If
the vegetation cover or land-use type have changed. Aerial photos are also
used ln verlfylng the Information obtained both from the field and the satellite
Image.
Re-Interpretation of the satellite Image after field checks and vlewlng of aerlal
photos where dlfflculties are encountered to re-adJust or correct. A qulck
check back ln the field to verlfy information contalned ln the map.
The land use map Is finally re-drawn onto another piain paper which then
becomes the final map (at the same scale as the satellite image).
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 AGRICULTURE ANALYSIS
4.1.1. Goals
The main objective for the Agronomy section of the Department of Agriculture is to
assess the sultabllity of farmlng systems (le. both traditional Melaneslan gardens
and plantations, malnly coconut plantations ).
4.1.1.1. Ttadltlonal gardens
ln the Interpretation of the Spot satellite image the main points of Interests are :
Location : distance of gardens from the village, relief (along rlvers, on s!opes
on plateaus, etc.) and kind of areas (in cleared forest, along former logglng
roads, ln old plantations, etc.) where gardens are created;
Distribution of gardens ln space ln relation to one or several different villages :
Area of gardens belonging to one or several villages.
A satellite Image should therefore glve Information on the traditional gardens'
organisation ln space, the Importance of gardens (area, number) throughout a zone
or a country, and locate relevant areas for field trips.
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Table 4- Summary of Identifying Features by Category
CATEGORY COLOR TEXTURE OTHER FEATURES USED IN
IDENTIFICATION
1- Urban land
-village Mixture of blue and Coarse Roads usuaIly narTOlf
-roads white Coarse whitish-blue strip
2. Agriculture
-coc:onut Reddish brown Coarse Blue spots show bare
-garden area Mixtured of red. pink Very ooarse ground wbere garden area
bluish brown is cleared of vegetation
3. Grassland Light blue Fine Spots of reddish pink
and brawn in lïght blue
background
4. Forest
-Leucaena Purple mixture with Coarse Identified on leeward
brown and red side of island
-Acacia Light brown Coarse
-Humid valley Mixture of red-brown Very rough Identified in valley and
sIopes
-Qmoe-tree Dark brown Rough Identified on plateau
5. Water bodies
-swemp Dark blue Coarse
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The main points of Interest are:
Management: planting density and weed control, location of avallable lands or
sultable areas for extension, etc.;
Area (total, planted, available for extension, etc.). This information could be
used by indlvldual plantation owners but also by the country to assess a
specifie crop potentlal (production, area, etc.)
Two maps were produced from the vlsuallnterpretatlon of the SPOT satellite Image.
The tlrst map covers the Havannah Harbour area and the Marona valley. The land
use Is malnly subsistence farmlng and Grassland (fig. 15). The second map covers
lhe Undlne Bay coconul tree plantallon and the surroundlngs (fig. 16).
4.1.2. Overvlew ot Agrlcultural Practlces and Flndlngs
4.1.2.1. Subsistence farmlng system
A. Overvlew
ln subslstence agriculture, the garden Is prepared by clearing away vegetation
under forest. The vegetation Is then left ta dry and later burnt. In the process of
clearing, large trees are felled whIle medium ta small trees are left. These trees are
kllled by burnlng or ring barking at the base of the stem, and then used for staklng
yams and/or as firewood.
The flrst crop ta be planted is yams (Dioscorea spp.) whlch Is intercropped wlth
malze, watermelon and other vegetables. After harvestlng the yams (the crops
Intercropped wlth yams are harvested before the vines completely caver the
ground), sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) or taro (Colocasia esculenta) ls planted.
The border of the garden Is planted with cassava (Manihot esculenta), banana and
sugar cane.
The garden area boundarles can also be planted with coconuts, fruit trees like
"nave'" (Barringtonia spp), "nangai" (Canarium indicum) , breadfruit (Artocarpus
communis), "nandao" (Pometia pinnata) and forest trees Iike "namanau". In areas
wlthout land-pressure (i.e low population density), gardens may be planted w1th
coconuts at the end of the planting cycle. Some productive garden areas retalned
can therefore be Isolated in coconut plantations.
Two k1nds of gardens can be deflned:
A communlty garden system where ail members of the communlty, clan or
extended famlly manages Indivldual small gardens slde by side. The
collective garden can be mislnterpreted as one garden. After the gardenlng of
one area. the community then moves ta another area.
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The extent and number of garden areas available depends on:
• availabllity of land
• population of the community
• natural boundarles e.g rlvers, mountains, swamps,...
An Indlvldual garden system: ln thls system of gardenlng, gardens are sma"
and Isolated and not grouped as ln the communal system. Farmers who
practlce thls system are those that have more land and do not have the labor
or the capital to develop It.
The farmers use thelr nuclear family or some extended family labour to make
gardens or plant coconuts.This type of farmer often follows a linear type of
system as shown ln the diagram above :
Virgln Bush --> Garden --> Coconuts with caUle or cocoa.
The farmer clears vlrgln bush, makes his garden and after the food crops, he
plants coconuts. Later, when the coconuts are big enough, the farmer puts ln
caUle or Intercrops wlth cocoa. There Is no fallow period after gardening
because the former garden is converted to a permanent crop.
This system can only continue to convert virgin forest untll a land dispute
arises or untll the farmer realises he has run short of land.
B. Findings
The use of the SPOT satellite Image ln thls study to classify the different traditional
landuses had limitations. Most Important, there are no clear differences between
the spectral signature of the gardens and forest because both vlrgin forest and
developed gardens have a dense cover of green leaves, which appear red on the
satellite Image. To solve thls, dlfferent klnds of information and data were
comblned from the aerlal photo, field checks and the satellite Image Itself. With the
data from the three comblned It was possible to classlfy the land uses.
Only a zone W1th a hlgh denslty of gardens along the Marona river Identified during
the field trips gave a specific spectral signature. This means that only this kind of
gardenlng (hlgh density of individual gardens or community gardens can be
analysed by satellite Images (fig. 15).
We can identify two stages of gardening : Garden as bare ground (cleared forest)
and garden after the crops have grown up and the flrst years of fallow. There would
be contrast between the stages if the satellite Image were taken at the right tlme.
The stage wlth the most outstanding contrast is bare soil stage. The growing stage
of the garden will have the same spectral signature as the fallow and there would
not be any contrast between the two stages.
Coconut plantations, especially coconut which are closely spaced (a characterlstic
of small coconut stands ln garden areas), gives a different spectral signature.
Therefore, there will be contrast between the coconuts, gardens and fallow
vegetation.
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New fallow vegetation Is mainly regenerated crops such as banana, cassava and
small trees (shrubs) so they will glve a different spectral signature than larger forest
nearby. Natural boundarles such as rlvers, swamps, cliffs, etc.. can also show up
the limits of garden areas (fig. 15).
4.1.2.2. Plantations
A. Coconut Plantations
+ Overvlew
Large coconut plantations do not have unlform canoples due to several factors :
Variation ln the age of the trees, soil type, spaclng and disease attack.
ln a normal healthy coconut tree, the maximum crown development occurs between
the age of 10 to 40 years after whlch age the crown slze starts to dimlnish.
Soil types play an Important part, e.g ln wet marshy lands where there is likely to be
a clay pan under the top soil the crowns qulckly dlminlsh due to lack of nutrients.
Diseases and pest attacks can strlp the chlorophyll off the leaves or deform them to
make a smaller crown. The Initiai spaclng of coconuts does normally not have a
marked slgnlficance on the canopy density durlng the first 20 years of growth.
... Flndings
lt appears that the spectral signature of coconuts Is not specifie and depends on the
ground cover undemeath. The slze of the canopy Is too sma" for the resolutlon of
the Images even If the Image ls very accurate. Other factors such as plantlng
denslty and relatively young plantlngs at a normal spacing can only be Identifled
after training (ground work). With the young and the dense coconuts, we can mark
the boundarl&s (fig. 16) but with the small crown It wouId be dlfflcult wlthout
ground work slnce the sIgnature Is actually that of the undergrowth. The
undergrowth specles would sometlmes extend outslde the plantation.
B. Former Plantations
The processed Image glves a speclflc signature to large areas whlch have been
used for agriculture earller but are now under fallow or completely abandoned. It
was conflrmed durlng the fleld-checklng trip that these areas correspond to old
pastures or former cultivated plots.
4.1.3. Future prospects ln Agricuhure
Remote senslng uslng SPOT Images can be beneflclal to agriculture ln severai
ways:
- Identlfylng farmlng systems;
• scope of land-use;
• strateglc agrlcultural project planning.
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Figure 13. The North-West coast of Efate seen by SPOT Satellite
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figure 14 . The study area on 'Efat e seen by
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4.1.3.1 Identlfying farmlng systems
The case study of North Efate did show several farmlng systems practlces whlch
was Identlfled to be:
Large coconut plantation (slngle-crop) at Undine Bay (figs. 11, 16), catUe
grazlng under the coconuts ;
Grasslands on Mount Erskine after being abandoned from cattle grazing (figs.
11, 13, 15);
Grasslands on Malafao plateau used for cattte grazing (figs. 10,11,13,14,15);
Smallholder coconut plantation Intercropped with food gardens and cocoa at
Havannah valley (f1gs. 11, 13, 15);
Smallholder coconut plantation (slngle-crop) at Havannah valley (figs. 11, 13,
15);
Food gardens and garden areas ln fallow along Marona river (figs. 11,13,15).
Small or Indlvldual gardens were not shown or not highllghted and collective
gardens are therefore the last limit of study.
4.1.3.2. SCQpe for Land-Use
By uslng the Versatec prlnt, we can see the extent of the different land-uses, e.g we
can tell that in the Undine Valley there is more coconut than any other crops. We
can also deflne a ratio of arable land in use and arable not ln use. If we take the
case of Rumaklmala plateau between Its two valleys of Undine Bay and Havannah
Harbour, the ratio Is almost nll whereas ln the Havannah valley it Is 2 to 1. It can
also be very useful to know the evolutlon of land-use and to locate zones avallable
for new Implementations or extensions of projects and farms or to assess the
location and areas that can be restored.
4.1.3.3. Strateglc Agrlculturel Proiect Planning
Remote senslng can help ln the planning of strategic agrlcultural projects.
A Havannah Harbour Valley
One of the conclusions that could be made after the field trips and the Interpretation
of the satellite Image, Is that we may be short of land ln the not so distant future
especlally wrt. the small subslstence gardens. Sorne of the solutions that mlght be
able to address the problem in advance are:
To lntercrop coconuts wlth high value crops such as pepper and vanilla;
Extensive vegetable gardening.
B. Ma/afao Plateau
The Malafao plateau Is dry, w1th thickets of Leucaena and Acacia (Fig. 12). The
grass specles growlng here are adapted to the dry conditions. To ralse cattle would
requlre a good waterlng system and a low stocklng rate. A sultable livestock for that
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area would be goats because they are adapted to drought and have modest
demands on the type of fodder they eat. Few crops could grow wlthout irrigation.
C. Rumakimala Plateau
ln thls area of Acacia and "canoe tree" (Gyrocarpus americanus) forest situated
between Undlne Bay and Havannah Valley (fig. 11,12), crops such as sweet yam
(Dloscorea esculenta) can be cultivated but the cropplng system should be weil
managed. Indeed, If the trees are removed and "slash and burn" system of
gardenlng Is used, the soli eroslon would become Important and the soli would
degenerate very qulckly. A system of cropping such as alley cropplng would be
approprlate and Is recommended.
D. Undine Bay Coconut Plantation
As the valley Is fully covered with coconuts, remote sensing can be used for
management (fig. 11) as follows:
To Identify areas of coconuts where the canopy is closed. a sign that the
coconuts are healthy. Production of copra is recommended.
To Identlfy development of weeds such as "wild pistach" and Lantana.
To glve a "hlstory" of the plantation, e.g dlfferences ln age of the coconuts
could Indlcate tlme of planting.
To survey the possibilllies for extension of coconut areas.
However, the cost of a remote senslng exerclse can be prohibitive for plantation
owners if Il Is used Indlvldually or for medium slze plantations. On the other hand,
thls problem could be overcome If remote senslng Is ùsed for surveylng a large
number of plàhtatlons throughout an Island or a country.
Flnally It should be noted that other classifications may be needed on others
Islands like Malekula or Santo where the coconut plantations coyer large areas ln
order to conflrm the above findings.
4.2 NATUBAL LAND USES
4.2.1. Savanns grassland
4.2.1.1.. Overview
ln the past the leeward slde of the large Islands ln Vanuatu had relatlvely large
savanna grasslands. The soli there could either be deep (e.g North West Malekula)
or shallow (e.g North West Efate). Pure stands of Indigenous species of trees such
as Rnamarlu" (Acacia spirorbis) were often assoclated with the grasslands. When
travelling between Islands became easler, Leucaena was Introduced to the
grasslands where It Invaded at a fast rate. The result today Is a wldespread
occurrence of almost pure stands of Leucaena and RnamariuR.
W1th the Introduction of cattle grazlng new weeds such as "wlld plstach" (Cassia
tora), Acacia farnesiana, Lantana camara and "horse guavasR(Psidium guajara)
also began to Invade the grasslands.
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4.2.1.2.. Findings
Uslng remote senslng, we can map the grasslands (what Is left of them) as the
spectral signature Is almost IIke that of soli (In the dry season). The signature has a
distinct contrast (colour) to the vegetation around It (fig. 13). The horse guavas
malnly grow on Mount Erskine that shows up by contrast wlth the grass.
ln the leucaena forest on the grassland, pure stands do not show up too weil
dependlng on the age and time of year. In a wet climate, the leucaena may show
up weil. .
The "namarlu" forest shows up weil, therefore the areas where it dominates can be
mapped out. Weeds such as "wild pistach" can grow and spread very vigorously
durlng the wet season and then dies during the dry season. Its spectral signature,
when it Is growing would be hlghlighted whereas during the dry season, it would be
dlfficult to discern. lantana grows together with "wild pistach" but as it is a
perennial plant Its signature wouId be constant throughout the year. It has a simllar
signature to "wild pistach" because they both grow together (e.g. northern part of
the Malafao plateau, flgs. 13,14).
4.2.2. forests
4.2.2.1. Overview
On the leeward slde of the large Islands of Vanuatu the zonation of the forest Is
closely related to the cllmate and topography. Altitudes over 600 meters are
covered with evergreen forest w1th 20-30 meter canopy. The plant dlversity Is high.
At lower and drler altitudes the specles poor forest dominates.
4.2.2.2.. Flndlngs
Uslng remote senslng we can classify some of the forest types by thelr distinct
patterns and colours (table 3), but not ail forest types can be easlly recognlsed on
the satellite Image. Settlng up of training zones and contlnuous field checks are
needed to ensure rlght typing and classification. The dominating species ln our
study area are leucaena and Acacia. Thlcket of mlxed specles w1th variable crown
slzes and helghts could be classlfled by colour and texture. On the SPOT Image
they are grey wlth medium to coarse texture. Pure stands of leucaena can be
Identlfled by thln strlps of Ilghter red w1th smooth texture located on steep to gentle
slopes (wlth reference to thè topographie map). Valley bottom forests are clearly
Identifled by heavy red colour w1th fine texture, followlng the drainage pattern (figs.
13, 14).
ln figure 17 we have Identifled:
four types of humld forest,
elght types of dry forest thlckets,
one type of humld forest thlckets,
three types of coastal forest and wetlands,
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ln thls study, a strong correlation Is found between the forest type and the soli type.
A good soli usually supports a better forest, not necessarlly ln terms of tlmber, but
partleularly ln the follage colour and crown slze. An example Is clearly shown by
the alluvial plain forests, whlch Iike the forests on plateaus of hydromorphlc solls
are dark red and fine in texture. Swamp lands and water bodies vary from IIght to
dark blue w1th coarse to fine texture (flgs. 13,14).
5. FROM AERIAL PHOTO TO REMOTE SENSING AND GIS
Increaslng pressure for effective natural resource developmenl is being
9xperlenced by Pacifie Island Nations as a consequence of the demand for
economlc development in rural areas and the need to provide more food for rapldly
Increaslng populations. Vanuatu as a South Pacifie Country, and developing
country, Is currently experlencing the mechanisms of development and the Impacts
the se developments can have socially and economically both at village and
national levaI. As a result, varlous Institutions within the country have now started
carrylng out studies which attempt to measure the country's varlous natural
resources, to record and control developments and to try to assess the Impacts
these developments can have. Although remote sensing and geographlc
Information system (GIS) Is fairly new ln Vanuatu, attempts have been made to use
both these systems by varlous agencles and technlcal departments (Agriculture,
Forestry and Asherles, etc). Studles carried out by these organisations can be
used for resource planning and management. Remote sensing and geographlc
Information system are Important tools ln the development and ln the proper
planning and management of the country's resources.
5.1. EXISTING USES
5.1.1. Aerlal photos
For 3 or 4 months each year between 1984 and 1986 the Australian Royal Air Force
(RAAF) f1ew black and white aerlal photos at the scale of 1:30,00 covering 93% of
the country. The main purpose was to provlde the survey control and pholographlc
coverage necessary to dellneate the country's 200 mile exclusive zone (EZZ).
Although some areas are not completely covered because of cloud coverage, the
photos are now belng w1dely used for other purposes as weil.
The Department of Forestry has purchased a full set of Its own to asslst ln carrylng
out the Vanuatu NatIonal Forest Resources Survey (VNFRS). The photos are used
for forest type mapplng, forest sampllng, navigation and other related uses.
Attempts to have certain areas re-f1own falled because of bad weather and
Improper tImIng. To date, the Department has wlth the ald of Queensland Forest
Service run two short courses for Its staff on how to use aerlal photos for navigation
and partlcularly on aerlal photo Interpretation.
5.1.2. Satellite Images
The use of satellite Images as mentloned earller Is falrly new to Vanuatu, but
through meetings and workshops its applications have generated great Interest
among potentlal users ln the country.
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Figure 17. Natural land use and Forest analysis
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The satellite system now belng used is the French SPOT. Through the ORSTOM
office ln Port Vila, Vanuatu and thelr laboratory ln Noumea, New Caledonia, SPOT
Is now belng used ln Vanuatu. The ORSTOM office in Port Vila has conducted
several studles of resource assessment uslng SPOT (David, 1989). The
application of remote sensing became more wldely known and appreclated after a
remote senslng workshop ln Vila ln 1989 organlsed by ESCAP/UNDP, RAS/86/141
whlch many people and organisations in the country attended. The training course
was a good opportunlty for the Forestry Department to test the potential of SPOT ln
resource inventory and landuse studies. The decision to use SPOT in updating the
data collected by the National Forest Resources Survey Is now belng seriously
consldered. Because of the Interest shown by users ln the country, a proposai Is
under way to set up an ln-country worklng commlttee on remote sensing. This
commlttee couId act as a medium by whlch information data and techniques will be
made avallable for remote sensing users ln the country and if necessary outside of
the country. The alm of the committee will be to promote the use of remote sensing,
its application and development.
5.1.3. GeographIe Information System (GIS)
Most Paclflc countries are lucky in that studles have already been carrled out to
map certain features and resources IIke solls and vegetation during the pre-
Independence era (In Vanuatu, mission ORSTOM have done a lot ln data collection
and recording).
ln Vanuatu the existence of the data and Information already collected and
recorded means that a GIS can be set up at a relatively low cost. Thus through
AIDAB. the Vanuatu National Forest Resource Survey (VNFRS) was set up uslng
the techniques of GIS. The VNFRS Is a broad data base co-establlshed by CSIRO
and Queensland Forestry Department ln collaboration with the Vanuatu
Department of Forestry (Vanuatu National Forest Resource Survey, CSIRO and
Queensland Forest Service working Paper 1: report on Pilot study on Efate, march
1990).
The Project was started ln 1989 and will end ln July, 1992. Already at thls stage of
the project InformatIon could be extracted e.g. matching crop or tree specles to site
(soli type). A special GIS computer package Is now being developed by CSIRO to
operate the whole data system.
5.2. REMOTE SENSING ANP GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS)
5.2.1. A Tool for development
Undoubtedly the use of remote senslng and GIS are important tools in national
development. In most Pacific countries both methods have been tested or are in
the process of belng tested. Studles carried out ln Vanuatu using both tools ln
resource assessment have clearly Indicated that they have great potentlal, are
effective and can be established at an optimum cost.
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Experience galned wlth the VNFRS project uslng GIS technology already show that
the Information and data base created will be of great benefit ln the planning
processes at both the local and natlonallevel. Equlpped wlth the system, plans can
be drawn, predictions and forecasts can be made and unfavourable situations
avolded. In addition quick estlmates or updating of resources or impacts of varlous
developments can also be made at a relatlvely low cost. Vanuatu Department of
Forestry Is now worklng closely with ORSTOM in Vila and worklng agreements are
under way concemlng data acquisition, technlcal help and use of the laboratory ln
Noumea.
5.2.2. Constralnts ta Remote senslng and GIS
The most obvlous constralnt Is the lack of sklll and knowledge. Remote sensing
and GIS cari be qulte tectinlcal and require proper training and follow up. In
addition to semlnars and workshops there should be practlcal training to expose
participants to reallife situations and to give them hands on praclice. Lack of funds
for data acquisition and laboratory analysis of data have created Iimiled the
advancement in these new but interesting technologies.
5.2.3. Overcomlng the Constralnts
There are three main areas to look at;
a)
b)
Training:
Training needs should be studied thoroughly by donor or sponsoring
. agencles. There are different levels of knowledge, experlence and technology
ln the South Paclflc. While some cauntrles may have much experlence, others
may still be behind ln the same technology. The courses should be geared ln
such a way as to meet each country's neads and aspirations. For example If a
country has no computer hardware or capabllity, training should emphaslse
on vlsual Interpretation (In R.M.S) and not too much on auto- classification by
computer.
Settlng up of a regional centre and laboratory for remote senslng and GIS
accessible to ail users e.g. at SPEC or USP, where users can go to process
thelr data and also be asslsted ln thelr work.
c) Sharing of Information, methods of assessment and techniques between
countrles. Although some paper comes out regularly, it Is not enough. lt
would also be approprlate If each country have their own remote senslng and
GIS commlttee who will issue and dlstribute Information to other users ln
Paciflc.
With the current problems of development. proper plans of action must be applled
by Indlvldual countrles. The need to survive economlcally (be economlcally
Independent) experlenced by most Paclfic countrles has drlven them to speed up
development wlthout proper measures and control. Remote senslng and GIS
technology Is one way to minimise these problems if applled approprlately and
soundly.
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LOCAL NAME Of TREES AND THEIR BOTANICAL HAMES
W1ld plstach
Lantana
Big leaf
Guava
Pico
Matala
Namarlu (dry area)
Namarlu (coastal)
Burao
American rope
Coconut
Canoe tree
Nambakura
Cassis
Nabanga
Natoro
Navel
Nangal
Breadfrult
Nandao
Namamau
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Cassia tora
Lantana camara
MeITem;a peltata
Psldium guajara
Solanum torvum
Kleinhovia hospita
Acacia spirorbis
Acacia simplex
Hibiscus tiliaceus
Mikania mierantha
Cocos nucifera
Gyrocarpus americanus
Calophyllum inophyllum
Leucaena leucocepha/a
Ficusspp.
Intia bijuga
Barringtonia spp
Canarium indicum
Artocamus communls
Pometia Pinnata
Securinega f1exuosa
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COUNTRY REPORT - SOLOMON ISLANDS
by M.I. FUATA
Survey and Mapplng Division
Mlnlstry of Agrlçulture and Lands
HONIARA
1. INTRODUCTION
The Remote Senslng Training course on Interpretation of Satellite Imagertes
(SPOT) was jolntly arranged by RAS/86/036 South Pacifie Forestry Development
Programme, Port Vila, Vanuatu with technlcal assistance from ORSTOM (French
Institute of Sclentlflc Research for Development and Cooperation). ORSTOM was to
provlde the SPOT Imageries for the training at their Remote Senslng Laboratory ln
Noumea. Also, ORSTOM was to be avallable for occaslonal assistance during the
field work ln Vanuatu (Efate Island) and Solomon Islands (Guadalcanal).
Participants attendlng thls course were from Vanuatu and the Solomon Islands.
2. OBJECTIVE
To develop techniques and skills ln Vlsual Interpretation of Satellite Images (SPOT)
for continuous monitoring of Landuse changes.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING IN NOUMEA
The satellite Interpretation training conslsted of both Lectures and Practlcal exer-
clses ln the field.
The first part of the training course took place at ORSTOM Caledonla Remote
Senslng Laboratory (LATICAL) ln Noumea 23-29 July 1990. The second part of the
training was carrled out ln the home country of the participants and conslsted of field
checks of the maps prepared in Noumea
4. MATERIALS USED
4.1 NOUMEA EXERCISE
ORSTOM - LATICAL (Laboratory for Image Processlng ln New Caledonla).
a) The Digital Image processlng equlpment necessary for preprocessing and
processlng of remote sensed Images Includes hardware (computers,
magnetlc tape sub-system, colour plotter/prlnter, etc.) and the necessary
software.
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b) An Enhanced Coloured Composition Image (SPOT, 30.6.86), a portion of
the overall Image (60km x 60km) coverlng the Northern reglon of
Guadalcanal Island. was extracted and produced.
The Image print:
Size
Area
Approx. Scale
Resolution
52cm x 52cm
20.8km x 20.8km (ground)
1:40,000
20m x 20m (pixel)
An automatic sorting Image map of 1 more restricted area was extracted
agaln from the above Image, representlng the contact zone "foot hllls",
enlarged and produced.
c) Aerlal Photograph and Topographical Maps of Guadalcanal Island brought
by the participant to the training course.
4.2 SOLOMON ISLANPS EXERCISE
a) The Coloured SPOT Image (see 4.1.2 above) obtalned ln ORSTOM,
Noumea W1th supportlng and reference materla! from the training course.
b)
c)
Aerla! Photograph
1984 (SN 6464)
1984 (SN 6437)
1986 (SN tour)
Topographie Maps:
Scale 1:50 000
Scale 1:150 000
Black and White photo
Nominal Scale 1:50 000
Black and White photo
Nominal Scale 1:25 000
Black and White photo
Nominal Scale 1:25 000
40m contour Interval showlng divi-
sions of Guadalcanal Island.
200m contour Interval showlng whole
of Guadalcanal Island.
d) Transparent film used for tracing over the SPOT Image. Other
Photogrammetrie and Cartographie materlal, tools or simple equlpment used
for assistlng ln Interpretation and processlng of the map such as mlrror
stereoscope, Iight table, etc.
S. FIELD WORK
5.1 FIElP pROGRAMME. SOLOMON ISLANDS
The field programme ln Guadalcanal took place from the 27th of August to 1st of
September 1991 under the supervision of the ORSTOM Coordinator.
Monday 27 August
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Completlon of the vlsual Interpretation of the SPOT Image and planning of field
programme.
Tuesday 28 August
Field check of the North Eastern part of the zone CQvered by the Image, from the
Mberande river ta the Mbalisuna river. The ground truth zone Includes the coastal
plain (w1th ail palm plantations, subslstence farmlng and village plantations) as weil
as forest al the foot hills.
Wednesday 29 August
Field check of the central part of the zone covered by the image from the Mballsuna
river ta the Mateposo river includlng old paddy fields, cocoa plantations, Industrlal
plantation settlements, small scale village farming and foothlll grassland.
Thursdav 30 August
Mornlng: Field check of the western part of the zone covered by the image from the
Mateposo river ta Ngallmbu point includlng new ail palm plantations on the f100ded
areas hlt by cyclone Namu ln 1986, and subslstence farmlng areas.
Alternoon: Field check of footlJiII forest between Mbalisuna river and Mateposo river.
Frida)' 31 August
Mornlng: Field check trip ta solve remalnlng problems of the Interpretation.
Alternoon: Preparation of legend of the final land use map.
Saturday 1 September
Preparation of legends of the spatial organisation map and hazard map.
5.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SUIDY AREA
The study area whlch covers the North East part of Guadalcanal Island has three
types of landscapes:
1) Coastal plain;
Il) Foot Hllls and
III) Mountains sltuated some twenty kilometres away from Honiara, the capital
city of Salomon Islands.
a) The Coastal Plain (figure 18) Is the largest plain on the Island which Is
otherwise domlnated by mountalnous terrain. The plain Is more than 10km
wlde and stretches more than 40km along the coast. The variation ln altitude
on the coastal plain ls from 0 ta 40 meters helght above mean sea level. The
plain has favourable potentlal for agrlcultural development. The main
landuses at the lime the Image (SPOT) was taken were as follows:
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• Rlce, 011 Palm. Copra. Cocoa,
- Poultry. Cattle.
- Logglng.
b) The Foot HlIIs are about 2km wlde and their altitude vœy from 40 to 200
meters. The vegetation Is malnly degraded forest land (loggOO over) and has
poten-tial for agricuRural expansion. and reforestatlon actlvlties.
c) ln the mountalns at heights of more than 200m the terrain is very steep the
vegetation Is malnly dense undisturbed forest with potential for logglng.
6. LAND USE ANALYSIS AND MAP
6.1 MAP PREPARATION
This exercise was done by the followlng steps:
a) General Visuai Interpretation of the printed SPOT Image (figure 19).
Dlfferentiatlon of features on the Image, description of colour and texturai
characterlstlcs of each coded unit (feature) was recorded and a table was
created.
b) Drawlng the unlts on transparent materia!. The boundaries of the coded unlts
were then traced from the image on to the transparency. Comblnation of
dlfferent colours. symbols and number codes were also used to differentiate
each unit.
c) Automatlc Classification Map. Prepared from a tentative list of features
expected to be distlngulshed. In order to verlfy if the Image glves ail the
Information requlred.
d) Comblnlng Visuai and Automatlc Classification Demarcation of zones ln
whlch there are obvlous differences.
e) Field Check for ground truthing ln order to correct and prove accuracy of
Interpretation and analysls.
6.2 FINDINGS
The table 5 presents ln detail the main landscape patterns Identified by the vlsual
Interpretation of the Spot Image. The comblnation of texturai and colouring patterns
allow a falrly good detailed Identification ln terms of dlfferentlatlon between two
landscape patterns but spatial also sometimes ln terms of temporal differentlatlon ln
a l(lndscape pattern between two stages of Its vegetation or of the land use. W1th
thls rt~ference the followlng example of the 011 palm plantation Is very clear.
• When very young (Iess than 1 year) palm plantations are characterlsed by a very
falntllight brown colour.
- When growlng thelr colour on the Image changes from reddish brown to brlght
red whlch Is characterlstlc of near maturlty.
- Mature 011 palms appear on the Image wlth reddlsh grey to grey hue.
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The use of topographlc maps and aerlal photograph, taken durlng the same perlod,
could asslst the usual Interpretation of the satellite Image.
Topographlcal maps provlde helght Information and could assist boundary
demarcatlon where contours are used.
Aerlal photography Is malnly used for verlfylng the validity of the Interpretation.
ln thls way they could be very useful ln asslstlng ground truthlng ln order to
reduce the time spent ln the field and thereby save lime ln obtalning the final
product of the Interpretation.
Three Interpretation maps were extracted from the colour composition:
1) A land use map,
Il) A spatial organisation map and
III) A natural hazard map..
These three maps as a whole, resultlng from an Interpretation of the satellite Image,
represent an analytlc and synthetic document which could prove useful for planners.
They form the final product of our vlsuallnterpretation.
6.2.1. The land Use map
The first map relates to the occupation of the land. Most of the coastal plain ls
occupled by Industrial crops (palm 011 plantations, cocoa, coconut, pastures for
cattle, rlce paddies). Food crops and village plantations are located on the edges of
thls zone, along the coast and the rlvers, where there are also patches of degraded
fore!!t. A grassy savanna has evolved ln areas of considerable deterioratlon of the
natural forest. The plain Is bordered by foot hllls, at the base of whlch a promlslng
secondary growth forest was developlng ln 1986. The hllls are predominantly
covered wlth a tall grass, Themeda australis. Gallery forest found in the valleys,
badly dlssected by eroslon. Higher up, the grasses are replaced by the "dense hfll
forest" whlch extends to the mountalns, up 300-400m, the zone of dense humld
forest.
The preparation of the land use map produced for thls exerclse requlred the
following processlng steps:
a) To map the boundary detalls between the dlfferent land uses zones and to
select for each of them a symbol whlch was fI"ed ln (fig. 20a).
b) To map the road detai!. A differentiatlon is made between the main road (tar
sealed, 2 "nes) and the other roads (fig. 20b). The advantages of utlllsing
separate transparencles for boundarles and roads detall are: minimises
confusion between boundary "nes and road "nes; easy to make correction
(Includlng revlslon) w1thout eraslng other information already on the map.
c) To compile the above 2 maps to produce the final map. Place names,
Unlversal Transverse Mercator (UTM) and geographlcal coordinates, tltle,
legend and addltlonal Information were added on to the map before final
proofing and correction to obtaln the completed land use map (fig. 20c).
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Figure 18. The Guadalcanal Plain
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Figure 19 . The study area seen by the spot satellite
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Table 5. Identification of the landuse features by visual interpretation of the Spot
satellite Image
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PASTUlŒS Medlum.1ze a..... Good IIn.nrll, RM • Redd"l. Dro..... P..loftS hllV' abU ""'~ pyl5h b......
Some ordo., Con.... granol.. "ue .olon. Ihan rod ",,1._ ro. Ih..... ln
fiai dennllloa conlmst 1_lnRS ..rovlde .hod••1••
3. SUBSISTANCE FARM
AND VJLLo\GE
PLANTAnONS
Gard~... ln open a_ Mf'CfIomart'n KM • nn.d ne"", .·orellOl arro hll'" n nnf C'ont~'of rrd -
or Foresl Ve., Rnt' roal'SC" ftmnult'" 1II0r ~dl.h ~~y .olou•. npron~ or
ror~. ",lIh sonlt' ~nrdrnshnn patc:ftto,t
or da•• dens< blur.
VIDage Coconols Medloma~n R.d • (;~y1.h Rrd ",nntl}· hnvl"~ "'C'C'''' ICI rond~ "pt'.
and Cocoa P\nnlollons Vol]' nor coane i;mnol.- hue e1nll) ro. In".lIIo~nnd Irnn<porln.
and Sobs.......... lion. Il.. n "I~"'. pr.renl. or hrla"l
Gtmfen1n8 red.
PADDY FIELDS Mrdlnma_ J)n•• d.n.. nJo~.WIII ~tRrp dt'rtnC' bnutldnrf~ but no. ahnn·
Som. p>d nnr.rlly dOl> .In•• t9lI6 011.. (")~'oneNnmo.
Flnt' rosne gmnolf!il !'ln.... prrtod 1.........11I1. lm. ,"'IlS
Someorder Iobn.
4. FOIUlST WITII PATCI
oFCULnvAnoN
Cocanols and Coaslal Lnrgro_ R.d • nnrl< nrn.. Shnrrl) dr"nrd ~'nndnrlt",,,,nfn"J! Ihf'
Fo.... Good ronl...._1 Dlnr !'Orto"' hUI nprro),hnnlrl,. Hllmnlrd fftr
Con.....roogh II"'nol.- booodnrl... lolnnd. Th. red nnd dn••
_nSC' hlur cnRrv to rOll~h ".anul",
_. -~- 1pro.ld. n _d <onl.....
-
._. ..
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Table 5. Identification of the landuse features by visual interpretation of the Spot
satellite image (contin.)
'-
•• r...' ",,', '.
SUB-CATEGORY or LAND AREA UNF:ll DOTS CIIARAcrF.RS
UN1TS I;::larlly Un...rlly Conlrn..1
&Ize Connullv Ord.r
lArge a.....WIlJtsome10ng"TrliilS me KM-lInrk Il..... QDII' olml"'r tonlrnRi o.olr.m.ly
Forest and lIUbs/s. /laIIs. BIo. dtllJ1ld... r....I ........ nnly Ibolll bas
lanee Gardent..wllb Course-Roogh granoles . morr rrd pal<b... do. 10 <oll""'"on
Ma............. Wel Som........ ronlrosl p....nL
Forest ...... or near
RJvera.
ExtremeIJ DegracIed Very ...... 0 .... (Indod.. Foot- Pol. R"'-Dork ne.... V.ry """,,,'or.n Indad... Fnoll.m
Forest bmForrst) Blue F.....1. Il. nnl dennlllon <onlfll'Ol
Ro..b granales .. m.rr dkllndh'.... r.mporrd ....Ih
FIai dennlll.n ronlrnRl Foolhm F......I \1'bk" k 01,0 ••Irrm.ly d~d'"
S. NON CULTIVATED
FOREST
GaDe.,. Forest Large a.... Pal. R.d·R"'dl... Gantf)' fOft',d lf!oôllnll,· In-hf....H'n
Courue.Roogb granal.. Dlne' pnld... or blt!b gt'D!'!'land (moonloln/
sl.JI<"). NoI.lhnllb. orro .. moeh
Ia.....r lhaa shown on mmL
FootblD Forest WloIe, ft'" large orro Pol. R...·Kedd..l. Commen.. ollhe "'Ilt of .allhul.d
Flat ""nnllloa ••nlmsl 010" I...land boandnrl... and m.... la·land
COU......R.ogb granoles 10 opprn. ZIIllm ••nloar (.... of
SOme ...... ronnellllv moanloln foresn.
Mounlaln Forest Very large OrrR Pol. K...·R...d..h T.rraln .. morr ra. ""Ih V'ry norrow rlelge
Gondronlfll'Ol lIIm:' V''Y rolllll. grannl"llh'. & ....... c:onlfll'Ol
Very roogh granules exp<JRfng I.rraln r.nrt. Pol.nllnl for
Gond conJJedlv Il....... 1•• Forest sim undlslarltrd.
6. GRASSLAND
La.. GmssIand
·
wIlh eoc:onul strIps Medhnnnreo R...-Dr...n.... Dln. SllOrp bonndnry d.nnlllnn ....Ih ......
n!o"I the shan Som. orcier Inre IInrarlly ..........n"'ng 10 romk, 0'"
Courue grannl.. show-Ing somr urdu. Thr coMonol 'illpi
Somo ....... lIneorlly 110.. a brnnnkh rrd hu. nnd Il"""'land
.olour m...... from red-brownlsh blue hue blue.
·
wIlh some subsIs- Largeareo Dork ne..,.. DIu. Muln coloon l''RrtgrJ''i rran. dark drnse
la.... Gardent.. Som........ nn...rlly Orownkh K.d blor·..lo....ro..nkb rrd. t'.\1' oman
F1ne-Coone granul.. puid."" or b~"1 rrd nr. ,klble
,,'bl<b Indkol. d...... oo""lo1.n.....rdenlno
· Ile'" pJovebecl smnO ........ Gond llneorlly Red • R"'d"" Orry M... 'l"llnllly or .... IInd llahl rrd.Courue ........0 ..... So... orcier Gond Ilnenrllv ond orcier.
Regrowlb ReetangnlorlS_" Brro Dork Dlu.-I.laht (;000 d.lln. llne boandol)' and rec:langalar shape.
Gond IlDenrlly Dlue/Drown M.rr dor. de.... bln. and IIgbl "lue portion wllh
-
n f.....mall brown ......L...
wllhua1 rnIt1vodon MedIum ...... Ilork O• ..,.. OIn.-Dn" Apprndmal"I 9lJ'llo do.k d..... bln. bue 10
Som........ IIn.arlly Grry noll.n.d 11""'-< brn.alh IId.' lny.r or nond
Smoolh-Coune ImInules ....Im.nl d.........lh ....I.r.
lItgh Grasslond
..llhout rnIt1vodon Medlum ....o Dor. o...... OIor-14'" Th.m"'" ~ms.,lnlldon IdllJmonnlBIn/lop rldges
Som........ IlDenrlly Grry nnd .Iop... IIsooll1 "nvlng som........
Smoolh-Course IImnol.. d"'lIo<II•• bollndnrl... a IIgbl rrd...." grey
hue nnd ""Id... of do.k ....... "1....
7. amERS
Cloud SftI\lD·v• .,. omnO Brro 1)CO_ Wldl.·I'olnl 90% ph.... of 'co,,' dl'Irtr "hile.
Ven One smootb ImInDI... Whll.
Sbndow Sman-ve.,. omall orra ne.... Dlo.k·.'olnl 911% pl", or '.ry d..... blo.k for
V.... nne smoolh ....nol.. Black dondshodow.
SelUemenls S_II.n.,. small ".... n1ue·mlx lIIu./R...·R. Indnd.. rodorl.., 01111., rrsldenllal
Sorne ....... nDenrlly bulldlnf!'. plo) IlIll n.ld, <l•••Ir.
Smoolh_......nul..
--
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Since thls Is the flrst tlme a satellite Image was used by the participant from
Solomon Islands ln the production of a Land Use Map, the procedures used were
kept as close as possible to normal mapplng procedures ln order to experlment w1th
the possible adoption of this useful technology for mapping purposes in the
Solomon Islands.
6.2.2. The Spatial organisation map
This second map relates to the organisation of space. On the coastal plain, three
settlements, one cocoa research station, an 011 mlll, two rlce grlndlng unlts, copra
dryers, water pumplng stations, irrigation network, drainage network and road
network support the Industrlal agriculture whlch Is the main actlvlty and the main
source of employment ln the area. Each settlement has its trading centres and
services, especlally health and education, surrounded by an agricultural zone.
Zones of potentlal agro-Industrial development corresponding to the plain forest at
the base of the foot hills were also Identlfled on the map.
The many coastal villages are the core structure of the space devoted to food crops.
ln addition to the zones commonly utllised, zones of potential development were
also mapped -these zones are avallable ln the remnants of the coastal forest and
the savannas. on the foot hills.
Forest exploitation Is the thlrd main field of activity bullt into the space. Whlle the
logglng Is carried out mostly on the foot hills, the squaring is done near the shore, at
the Paclflc T1mber sawmlll, which supplies Honiara with timber.
6.2.3 The Natural hazard map
The thlrd map relates to the rlsks of f100ds and erosion jeopardlsing human Iife and
economlc actlvities. Cyclone Namu which devastated the area ln May 1985, about
two months prlor to the SPOT Image, showed that the rlsk of f100ds Is very high due
to the dense network of catchment areas, as shown on the map by the boundarles of
the catchment basins, the rivers and the structure of the network ln mountainous
areas. Three dlfferent textures were establlshed: less than 150m between rlvers,
150 to SOOm and ln excess of SOOm between them. The rlsk of f100ds was deemed
to be:
- uppermost ln the zones under water following cyclone Namu
- average ln the nelghbourlng lower ranges
- minimal ln areas two to three km or more away from there.
The rlsk of erosion was assessed as the rlsk of landslides and soli f1ows. Mountaln
or hill forests are very susceptible to landslides during heavy continuous raln. The
slopes whlch are cultlvated or bumt are very susceptible to soli flows. And the rldge
of the hllls whlch have been logged or c1eared are susceptible to both.Planning
proposais have been put forward for each of the principal areas mapped, taklng into
account the rlsk factor.
Due to tlme constralnts and new allocation of job for the participant It was not
possible to draw these two last maps relatlng to spatial organisation and natural
rlsks in tlme for thls country report. We hope to publish them later with the
assistance 'rom the Land Survey Department.
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7. CONCLUSION
Spot satellite remote senslng appears ta have an Important potential for eontributlng
ta planning in the Salomon Islands especlally ln the areas of:
ta update topographie and land use maps;
ta evaluate the risk for Natural disasters and the Influence of man on the Natural
environment.
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a) Boundary details
Figure 20. Land use mapping of the North East Guadalcanal plain
by visual Interpretation of spot satellite image.
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R0AOS
b) Road details
Figure 20. Land use mapplng of the North East Guadalcanal plain
by visual interpretation of spot satellite image.
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c) Land use map
Figure 20. Land use mapping of the North East Guadalcanal plain
by visual interpretation of spot satellite image.
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WATER BODIES
E3 Sea
~:i=;:l Main rivers
INDUSTRIAL PLANTATIONS
~ Young oil palm
~ Matured oil palm
~ Cocoa under oil palm
B Cocoa under legume tree
If:) Cocoa under coconuts
lEl!J Coconuts with pastures
':;,·;;·;·;·2 Pastures
_ Paddy fields
Country Report - Solomon Islands
SETILEMENT
r.=1 Residential. factories etc...
Main roads
Other roads
r- Boundaries
NON CULTIVATED FOREST
m Gallery forest[!DII Foot hill forest
~ Mountain forest
FOREST WITH PATCHES OF CULTIVATION
o Coconuts and coastal forest
~'Extremely degrated forest
EEJ Mixed degrated forest with plantations
Mangroves and wet forest along rivers
SUBSISTANCE FARMING AND VILLAGE PLANTATIONS
r::....""J Garden in open areas of forest
[,ib~ Village coconuts and cocoa plantations
and subsistance gardening
GRASSlAND
lLII Low grassland with coconuts strips along the shore
[;0] Law grassland with sorne subsistance gardening
j;~.·l Low grassland
~ Grassland being plough
Cl High grassland
lB Regrowth
d) Legend of the Land use map
Figure 20. Land use mapping of the North East Guadalcanal plain
by visual interpretation of spot satellite image.
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PRINCIPLES OF REMOTE-SENSING
by Didier LILLE
LATlCAL - OR5TOM
NOUMEA
1. DEFINITIONS
Remote sensing is the acquisition of Information without physical contact between
the object analysed and the receptor.
2. WHAT IS BEING MEASURED?
Energy Is propagated by electromagnetic waves (EMW).I\ wave fs characterised by
its wave-Iength. .
Natural surfaces emlt radiation on a continuous wave-Iength band. glvlng a sum of
monochromatlc waves.
This radiation is analysed ln certain wavelength bands by receptors fitted on the
satellites.
3. . THE DIFFEhENT TYPES OF SATELLITE
a) Satellites which measure the reflectlon of a light source from an object. e.g.
the SPOT satellite, where the IIght source Is the sun.
b) Satellites whlch measure the actual emisslon of an object. e.g. the
meteorologlcal satellite METEOSAT (Geostatlonary Satellite).
c) Satellites whlch emlt a signal and measure the reflection of this signai from
the object. e.g. radars
4. PROBLEMS OF ACQUISITION
a) Atmosphere
b) Relief
c) Diffusion
5. ADVANTAGES OF REMOTE-SENSING
a) The Information Is numerlcal Data and can be easily stored and re-used as
necessary.
b) Large surface areas can be covered.
c) The data are multltemporal and can be compared with each other.
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6. FIELDS OF APPLICATION
a) Map-maklng
Drawlng up of spatial maps
b) Geology, e.g. Detection of fault IInes
c) land use and thematlc studles of, agrlcultura! potential area calculatlons,
changes over time.
d) Urbanism e.g. Study of development of urban areas (essentially using SPOT
panchromatic data)
e) Monitoring the envlronment e.g. Impact studles
7. GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS (GIS)
Satellite Images form the basic raw material necessary for compiling GIS.
It makes it possible to plnpoint a location, ascertain the condition of the terrain at any
given tlme and quantify any changes in its condition over a period of tlme.
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THE SPOT SATELLITE SYSTEM - AN OVERVIEW
by DIDIER LILLE
LATICAL - ORSTOM
NOUMEA
SPOT =Multl-Purpose Earth Observation System
1. INTRODUCTION
The earth observation programme using the SPOT satellites is run by France with
the participation of Sweden and Belglum.
The tirst SPOT satellite was launched in February 1986. It will be followed by a
series of satellites which will ensure the continuity of the programme beyond the
year 2000.
2. ORBIT
SPOT has been placed at an altitude of 830 km ln a clrcular orbit at an angle of 80 ta
the geographlcal north (Table 6).
TABLE 6. SPOT SATELLITE 1 AND 2
832km
98.70
10h 30m
.-
3.
HELLO-SYNCHRONIC ORBIT
ALTITUDE OF SATELLITE:
INCLINATION OF ORBIT:
LOCAL SOLAR TIME AT DESCENDING NODE
PASSAGE OVER SAME SITE EVERY 26 DAYS
PHOTO POSITION UP TO 270 FROM THE VERTICAL
PICTURES ACCESSIBLE OVER WIDTH OF 850KM
AT 450 LATITUDE INTERVALS BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE VISIBllITY ARE
1.4,1.4,1.4 .... OAYS, PERMITTING FREQUENT ACQUISITION OF STEREO
COUPLES IN A 24-HOUR PERIOD
PROGRAMMING OF FILMING BY REMOTE CONTROL THROUGH ON-BOARD
COMPUTER
TELEMETRY IMAGE: BAND 8-8.4 GHz AT 50 M.BITS/S
HRV INSTRUMENTS
SPOT has two Instruments for recording HRV 1 and HRV 2 (High Resolution ln the
VisIble spectrum) which operate independently (Table 7). Each instrument covers
an area of approxlmately 60 km x 60 km.
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TABLE 7. HRV INSTRUMENT (HIGH RESOLUTION IN THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM)
CHARACTERISTICS
SPECTRAL PANCHROMATIC
MODE MODE
RESOLUTION ON 11lEGROUND 20mx20m lOmx tOm
NUMBER OF PIXELS PER UNE 3000 6000
wmTII OF IMAGE 60- 80 km 60- 80 km
WAVE LENGTIIS 0.50 - 0.59 um
0.6t - 0.69 um 0.sO-0.75um
0.79 - 0.90 um
INFORMAnON CODtNG 8 LINEAR BITS 6 UNEAR BITS
DPCM
INFORMAnON FLOW 25 M BITS/SEC 25 M BITS/SEC
OR
SELECTION OF MODES BV REMOTE lOADING
LATERAL ORIENTATION OF VIEWING AXIS
Maxl + 270 makes It possible to observe scenes centred at 426 km from the
track of the satellite
4. ACQUISITION MODES
SPOT can operate ln two modes (Figure 21) :
Multlspectral mode:
The satellite translates the reflectlon of objects on the ground ln three
spectral bands, the green band (0.50/0.59), the red band (0.61/0.68) and
the near Infra-red (0.79/0.89).
The comblnatlon of these three channels (bands) makes It possible to
create coloured compositions.
The slze of the plxells 20 metres.
Panchromatic mode:
Observation Is ln a single spectral band, the visible part of the spectrum
w1thout blue (0.51/0.73).
. The slze of the pIxel is 10 metres.
5. LATERAL VIEWFINDING
The orbitai cycle Is the per/od of tlme separatlng two passages over the same point.
For SPOT thls Is 26 days.
SPOTs two HRV Instruments are fltted with mobile mlrrors which permit oblique
vlew1lndlng and make It possible to obtain stereoscopie vision and repeated
observation of the same zone within the 26-day cycle.
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Figure 21. SPOT spectral bands
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INTRODUCTION TO IMAGE PROCESSING
by F. ALBERT
LA TICAL - ORSTOM
NOUMEA
1. WHAT IS A NUMERICAL IMAGE?
Definition of the concepts of:
a) spatial quantification and pixel
b) resolutlon, precisIon and quantity of information.
Illustration of the fundamental differences between a numerical image and a slmllar
photograph.
Importance of numerlcal processing of Information.
2. MAIN METHODS OF NliMERICAL PROCESSING
2.1 COLQUR
Concept of pseudo-colour and relativity of contrasts
2.2 IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Attemptlng to enhance the vlsual quality of the image in arder ta hlghlight certain
Information by:
a) Improvlng contrasts
b) ellmlnatlng holse
2.3 SPATIAL SEGMENTATION
Extracting from the image structural information (roads. fields towns) present in geometrlc
form.
2.4 SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION
Explalnlng the concept of multispectral Images. Extracting Information from the image
concernlng the spectral matter of an object (type of vegetation, soli, etc.)
2.5 GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATION
This stage concerns ail the usual operations for manlpulatlng Images such as
photographs:
a) cutting out, masklng. Inlaying, mosalc, etc.
b) enlargement. rotation, etc.
c) Internai deformation of the Image.
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2.6 PHYSICAL PROCESSING OF THE IMAGE
The Image Is processed as a numerical signal, the Information from whlch is not yet
representatlve of the physlcal scale on whlch we need to work (radar Images,
temperature maps, etc.).
2.7 STATISTICS
Once segmentation Is complete, numerical processlng enables a multitude of statlstlcs to
be obtalned (surface, perimeter, orientation, etc.).
3. CONCLUSION
Illustration of the advantages and limitations of the numerical processing of images.
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GEOMETRIC CORRECTION
by F. Albert
LATICAL - OR5TOM
NOUMEA
1. INTRODUCTION
Determine the value of geometric correction by means of:
- settlng -the Image against a pre-established map,
- diachronie analysls,
- surface estlmates.
Why should geometric corrections be made?
2. ERRORS DUE TO ACQUISITION PRINCIPLE
Explanatlon of main effects of distortion caused by the satellite:
- panoramlc effects, rotation of the earth
- altitude and Inclination of orblt
- relief of earth
3. ERRORS DUE TO SATELLITE
Explanatlon of the princlple of the localisation and stabilisation of a satellite:
- global positlonlng errors
- dynamlc errors of deflectlon (pltchlng, rolllng, swaylng)
Assessment of quallty of SPOT Images.
4. PROBLEM OF RE-SETTING ON MAP
Explanatlon of different methods of cartographie projection (UTM, Lambert, etc)
5. SOLUTIONS
Explanatlon of different methods of correction, depending on the problem concer-
ned:
- direct
- localisation grid
- use of land-marks
Implementation of a rectification strategy, depending on the precision required, the
cost and the type of error.
6. SPOT IMAGE AND DIFFERENT PRODUCTS
Introduction to the different products offered by SPOT and assessment of quality.
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7. CoNCLUSION
illustration of the real problem of geometric rectification and the relative costs
Involved dependlng on the degree of precision requlred.
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COLOUR IN REMOTE-SENSING
by D. LILLE
LA TICAL • ORSTOAf
NOUMEA
1. COLOUR
1.1 COlOUR - SOME DEFINITIONS
a) Light Is made up of the group of electromagnetlc rays to which the human eye
is sensitive.
This group corresponds to the white IIght emitted by the sun whlch behaves
approxlmately IIke a black body at 65000 K.
This Is perfectly natural slnce man has adapted to the conditions of IIfe on
earth, w1th regard to hls vlsual sensltivity to the sun's rays, whlch are fIItered
by the earth's atmosphere.
b) Colour Is an Interaction between an obJect, a Iight whlch lIIumlnates It and a
receptor who analyses the fraction of the signai transmitted ln his direction.
1.2 HISIORICAl BACKGROUND
ln 1669 Newton used a prlsm to decompose white Iight Into monochromatic IIght
(Inflnltely small spectral band):
Violet, Indigo, Blue, Green, Yellow Orange, Red
1.3 SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HUMAN EYE
The human eye conslsts roughly of three types of photoreceptors sensitive to blue,
green and red (BGR). The human eye Is very sensitive to GreenlYeliow but has
greater powers of discrimination ln red.
2. REPRESENTATION OF COlOURS
2.1 THE SYSTEM (R.G.Bl
a) Example of the numerlcal decompositlon of a colour Blblue G/green A/red
A colour C Is written as C = b x B ... 9 x G + r x R, where b, g, r are the
coordlnates of the colour C in the system (R,G,B). b,g,r represent the percen-
tages of prlmary colours.
C = (156,227,70) = (70,70,70) + (86,86,0) + (0,71,0)
b 9 r Grey Cyan Green
The colour C Is thus predomlnantly green.
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b) the chromatlc clrcle 1graphie representatlon
c) complementary colours
Vellow
Cyan
Magenta
=complementary colour of Blue (Vellow + Blue =White)
= complementary colour of Red (Cyan + Red = White)
= complementary colour of Green (Magenta + Green = White)
2.2 THE SYSTEM lV.M.C)
Vellow, Magenta, Cyan) thus for a colour c,
If c = (b,g,r) ln the system (B,G,R)
then c = (255-b, 255-g, 255-r) ln the system (V,M,C).
It Is possible ln thls way to slmplify the correspondence between additive synthesis
and subtractlve analysls.
3 COMPUTER CODING
a) 8 bit screen there are 21\8 posslblIItles of codlng the colour, in other words
256 colours.
b) 24 bit screen there are 21\8 posslbllitles of coding the Blue component, 21\8 for
the Green component and 21\8 for the Red component, ln other words 16
million colours available.
For accurate remote-senslng work a 24 bit screen Is often essential.
c) Colour tables (LUTllook Up Table) A technique whlch makes It possible to
change the colour of a pixel without changing its radlometrlc value.
d) Coloured compositions
For vlsuallsing a 24 bit file ln 8 bits
e) Transfer functlons.
These make It possible to improve the dynamics of an image by adjusting its
hlstogram
4. ADDITIVE SVNTHESIS
The colour Is obtalned by superlmposlng the basic components ln the system
(R,G,B) E.g. computer sereens.
5. SUBTRACTIVE ANALVSIS
The colour Is obtalned by suppresslng part of the components of the Incident Iight
beam.
Alterlng uslng three successive fllters, Vellow, Magenta and Cyan, makes It possible
to obtaln the complementary colour for each fllter.
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Intermodulatlon of the saturation of the three fIIters makes It possible to obtaln any
colour. e.g. on Ink-jet prlnters. Three overprlnts are made, one of Cyan, one of
Magenta and one of Yellow.
Very often a fourth overprint of black is requlred, slnce the superimposing of Cyan,
Magenta and Yellow rarely produces an acceptable black.
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REMOTE SENSING APPLICATION:
FORESTRY AND LAND USE
IN THE SOUTH OF NEW CALEDONIA
by P. NOSMAS
LA nCAL - ORSrOM
NOUMEA
1. THE PROJECT
Commlssloned from LATICAL by the South Province of New Caledonla.
The final product conslsts of 3 maps for each area studied
a gradient map (NLM)
a vegetation map
a comblned classification map (gradient x vegetation)
Study zone:
2. METHODOLOGY
Mont Dore
St Louis
Yate
Prony
a) Selection of vegetation types ln conjunctlon with ORSTOM Botany Laboratory:
- raln forest
- maquis (3 klnds)
- savanna
- open ground
b) Digitalisation of contour IInes from an IGN 25000 map.
Interpolation: - relief map
gradient map
c) Creatlng a mosalc of two SPOT images on Ouen Island and Yate to cover the
whole of the study area.
d) Rectification of mosalc to superlmpose It on gradient file and IGN 50000 maps.
e) Masklng of zones w1th gradient >40 (considered unsuitable for development).
f) Classification proper.
Selection of sample plots on the ground, If possible several for each type of
vegetation :
1) Visualisation of plots on ISIS
li) Recovery of spectral response ln the 3 SPOT channels
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III) Identification of zones with spectral response Identlcal or simUar to sample
plots. Inclusion of these zones ln relevant vegetation study.
Iv) Production of a prellmlnary vegetation map.
v) Field expedltlon to obtaln data and retlne results
vi) Production of final vegetation map.
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ASSESSING A REMOTE-SENSING PROJECT
by F. ALBERT
LA TlCAL • ORSTOM
NOUMEA
INTRODUCTION
lIIustratlng the Importance of an effective strategy for the deflnitlon and assessment
of a projeet. e.g.
1. DEFINITION OF PROJECT (SPECiFICATIONS)
It Is necessary to define as c1early as possible:
a) the type of work to be carried out (precision, spatial, temporal)
b) the slze of the zone to be covered
c) the final documents to be provided
2. INVENTORY OF RESOURCES
a) possiblllty of on-site verification (cost, frequency, accessibllity of zones con-
cemed)
b) documents avallable for on-site verification (aerial photos, maps, etc.)
c) avallablllty of experts
d) type of Image required (precision, frequency, evolution, quallty, number,
spectral deflnltlon)
e) computation facllitles, storage capacity
f) verification of feasibllity of study, possible modifications.
3. PROCESSING STRATEGY
a) Segmentation of work with regards to
1) area
Il) subject
b) Definition of control zones, deflning the methods of controlling the reflnement of
the operation
c) Strategy for geometrlc rectification
d) Strategy to be adopted for diachronie processing
4. COSTS
Examples of costs to be Incurred at dlfferent stages, depending on the objectives
set. Actual examples from varlous fields.
5. CONCLUSION
Emphasls on the Importance of proper advance assessment of content of a project.
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DIGITAL ELEVATION MODELS DEM
by P. NOSMAS
LATICAL • ORSTOM
NOUMEA
1. DEFINITION
A digital elevatlon model (DEM) Is a flle Image of a region where each pixel has as
Its value the altitude of the point (or zone) It represents. It Is also possible to use
these altitudes to calculate the gmdlent by knowlng the slze of the pixel (e.g. 10 x
10 m or 20 x 20 m for SPOT).
2. ADVANTAGES
2.1 FLEXIBILITY OF NUMERICAL INFORMATION
An DEM makes It possible to rapldly mark out zones corresponding to a partlcular
topographlcal crlterion (e.g. zones of altitude higher than 300 m or gradients lower
than 40%). In addition, If the slze of the pixel Is known, the surface area of these
zones can be calculated almost Instantly.
2.2 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR CLASSIFICATION
ln classlfylng vegetation, for example. knowledge of the gradient may make It
possible to dlstlngulsh between dlfferent types of vegetation whlch glve the same
radlometrlc response but whlch ln one case grow only on fiat ground and ln another
only on slopes.
2.3 3-D VISUALISATION
By superlmposlng the DEM on the radiometric Image of the zone concerned, it Is
possible to determlne the colour and 3 coordinates of each pixel. It Is therefore
possible to obtaln a vlew ln 3-D uslng varlous Image synthesis techniques, thus
enhanclng the visualisation of the terrain.
3. METHODS OF ACQUISITION OF DEM
3.1 DIGITALISATION OF CONTOUR L1NES ON A SURVEY MAP (MANUAL OR
BY SCANNER)
Interpolation of these contour Unes to obtain the altitude ln each pixel located
between the contours.
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3.2 STEREOSCOPIC IMAGES
Stereoscopie Images are used (':'J. SPOT) representing aerial views of the same
zone, sllghtly out of phase. By means of processes slmilar to viewlng, It Is possible
to slmulate an Image ln relief and visualise it in 3-D. This method Is the opposite of
the prevlous one, since by startlng from a 3-D model with points for which the
altitude Is known, Il Is possible to produce contour lines for the zone concerned.
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VISUAL INTERPRETATION OF COLOURED
COMPOSITIONS OF SATELLITE IMAGES
AND MAPPING OF LANDSCAPE UNITS
br Gilbert DAVlD
ORSTOM - VANUATU
How should satellite Images be read, how should thls visual readlng be Interpreted
and how can the elements necessary for mapplng landscape unlts be Identifled?
These are questions faced dally by users of high-resolutlon SPOT satellite Images
ln the fields of agriculture, foreslry and other land uses. The followlng we shall
attempt to descrlbe the main parameters maklng It possible to draw up a grld for the
readlng and Interpretation of SPOT Images ln mullispectral mode, with particular
emphasls on the problems of recognlslng and descrlblng the visual entltles
Identlfled ln thls way.
1. WHAT CAN BE SEEN ON AN IMAGE?
1.1. FROM PIXEL TO IMAGE
Any satellite Image Is made up of plcture elements known as "pixels", whlch ln the
case of the SPOT satellite represent land areas of 400m2 (20m x 20m) ln
multlspectral XS mode associatlng the three satellite channels, XS1, XS2 and XS3.
ln panchromatlc P mode or ln comblned P + XS mode, obtalned by mlxlng spectral
bands XS1 and XS2 w1th band P and re-sampllng band XS3 at 10m, the land area
represented Is 100m2 (10m x 10m).
Dependlng on the type of screen used, the Image whlch appears covers an area of
elther 262 144 pixels (512 x 512), or an area of 1 048 576 pixels (1024 x 1024
pixels), as Is the case of the equlpment used by LATICAL ln Noumea. In
multlspectral mode, the resolution on the ground belng 20m, the screen represents
an area 20.480 km long (1024 x 20m) and 20.480 km wlde, I.e. 419.43 km2. In
multlspectral P + XS mode, the dimensions of the area appearlng on the screen are
10.24 km by 10.24 km, representlng a total area of 104.85 km2. The whole of a
SPOT Image covers an area of 3600 km2 (60 km x 60 km), a total of nln~ million
pixels (3000 x 3000) ln multlspectral XS mode and 36 million pixels ln multispectral
P + XS mode.
When the three channels of the multlspectral mode are on the screen, each pixel Is
represented by a colour correspondlng to the comblnatlon of the spectral signatures
ln channels XS1, XS2 and XS3 of the landscape occupying the geographlcal area
Identlfled by the pixel. A total of 255 spectral signatures comblned ln thls way can
be represented on the sereen by 255 dlfferent colours, ranglng from white to black.
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1.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF SCALE ANP THE PERCEPTION OF COlOURS
ln general terms, scale Is an Indication, expressed as a fraction, of the dlfference
between a distance represented graphlcally (numerator) and the actual physlcal
measurement of the distance (denomlnator). By small scale we mean a fraction
where the numerator Is very small compared to the denomlnator; for Instance. on a
scale of 1/100 000, each centlmetre represents a value 100,000 times greater, in
other words 1km. Simllarly, a large scale dlffers from a small scale by the hlgher
value represented by the numerator. Thus, on a scale of 1125 000, each centimetre
corresponds to an actual distance of 250m and each kllometre Is represented by
4cm. In ether words large scale will show the detalls whereas a small scale will
show an overvlew.
On the screen, observation of an Image enlarged to the point where each pixel can
be vlsually Identlfled shows that:
1) the pixels corresponding to dlfferent spectral categories are intimately mixed,
Il) groups of pixels belonging to a single spectral category are rare,
III) It Is dlfflcult to visualise groups of pixels correspondlng to landscape units by
means of colour differences.
A graduai reductlon ln scale makes It possible to gain a clearer vlew of colour
grouplngs.
It Is Impossible for the eye to dlstlnguish 255 colours. In addition to black and white.
the pupll can dlstlngulsh easily 6 shades, the three primary colours (blue. red and
yellow), together wlth the colours produced by these colours ln comblnatlon: violet
(blue + red), green (blue + yellow) and orange (red + yellow). Dependlng on the
amount of black or white they contaln, each of these six shades forms the origin of a
whole range of tones. Pink, for example (red + white), Is atone red. Beyond five
tones of the same shade, It appears that the perception of the retina beglns to
weaken (Brunet, 19B7). We therefore feel that the eye can easlly dlstinguish up to
32 colours (6 shades x 5 tones + black and white) on a screen. But wlth 255
colours. the retlna will tend ta reduce the spectrum by amalgamatlng nelghbourlng
colours Into one single colour.
The smaller the scale, the smaller the size of the pixels on the screen and the easler
It Is for the eye to dlstlngulsh colour comblnatlons. As the scale is reduced, of
course, so is the amount of Information, but thls Is often useful as it enables the
Interpreter of the Image to gain a clearer perception and to identify the main trends,
whlch ln many cases are not apparent on a larger scale.
Generally speaking, a combinatlon of pixels of identical or similar colour will
produce three dlfferent klnds of geometrlcal figure on a satellite Image:
1) points or c1rcles of very small radius,
Il) Unes or bands,
III) areas, often simllar ln shape to a polygon.
When uslng a large scale, the forms maklng up the Image can be Identified only ln
accordance wlth the criteria of colour or structure, ln other words the way the forms fit
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together w1th one another. On a small scale the criterion of texture is also used, the
Internai arrangement of the forms, regardless of their colour. In general terms,
texture takes the form of dari< Iines whlch, when they accumulate, give the sector in
question a granular appearance.
2. IDENTIFICATiON AND DESCRIPTION OF GROUPS OF PIXELS
A total of eleven parameters can be used to describe and identify the forms maklng
up a satellite Image: size, form, texture, colour, arder, linearity, connexity, direction,
continulty, homogeneityand contrast (GASTELLU, 1985).
These parameters can be dlvided Into two groups, those of strict differentiation, such
as contrast, homogenelty or heterogenelty, contlnulty or discontinuity, and those of
description and dlfferentlatlon.
2.1. PARAMETERS OF DESCRIPTION AND DIFFERENTIATION
Two sub-categorles can be identifled: primary and secondary parameters.
2.1.1. POmaN parameters of description and differentiation
There are four Primary parameters: size, form, texture and colour. These are basic
parameters whlch make It possible to distlnguish between two groups of pixels and
descrlbe them. Size and form refer to the contours of the groups of pixels, in other
words to what separates them and what surrounds them. Texture and colour, on the
other hand, refer to the content of the groups.
(a) Size
Flve slze categories will be dlstlnguished:
1) very smal/, from 1 ta 10 pixels,
Il) sma//, from 11 ta 100 pixels,
III) medium, from 101 ta 500 pixels,
Iv) large, from 501 ta 2500 pixels,
v) very large, more than 2500 pixels.
(b) Form
If slze can be descrlbed in terms of quantity and the number of pixels concerned,
form can only be descrlbed ln qualitative terms.
We shall therefore dlstlngulsh rIVe basic forms:
1) square;
Il) rectangle;
III) triangle;
Iv) circle;
v) star;
vi) and a composite form, incorporating 2-5 basic forms, which we shal/
cali "mu/tiform".
ln addition to these six forms, deflned solely ln terms of quallty, we shall also Include
three "mlxed" forms, comblnlng qualitative and quantitative aspects, whlch could
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also be called "complementary" slnce each of them complements one of the six
forms IIsted above, wlth the exception of the clrcle, whlch by deflnition can be
descrlbed quantltatlvely only ln terms of Its slze. These three "mixed
complementary" forms are:
1) narrow form;
Il) wfde form;
III) extended form.
A narrow form Is distlngulshed by the small dIstance between Its sides. The descrip-
tion applles essentlally to triangles, rectangles and stars. In the case of the triangle,
the description "narrow" refers respectlvely to the base of the triangle and the ratio
between the base and the helght. For the rectangle It Is the small breadth and small
breadthllength ratio whlch marks It out as narrow. Finally, ln the case of the star, the
description applles to three cases: where one of the star's axes Is substantlally
longer than the others, where the base or w1dth of thls axis Is very small and, lastly,
where the w1dthllength or baselheight ratios of the axis are very small.
The term "wfde"ls applied where the distance between the sldes Is great and, ln the
case of a star, where the length of ail the axes Is slmilar.
The description "extended" applles to the wldth/length ratio ln the case of a
rectangle, the base/helght ratio ln the case of a triangle and the ratio between the
main axis and the other axes ln the case of a star. Unllke the description nnarrow·,
however, the extended form does not Imply any Intrinsic limitation of the width of the
rectangle, the base or the triangle or the base of the principal axis of the star.
(c) Calaur.
As was seen above, colours may be descrlbed ln terms of shades and tones. In
vlew of the vast spectrum of possible shades and tones on the screen, a full
description of ail colours Is Impossible and we shall confine ourseIves here to nlne
dlfferent shades:
1) the three prlmary colours: blue, red and yellow;
Il) the three secondary colours: violet, green and orange;
III) pink, whlch as we have seen Is actually a tone, but we will treat it as a
shade because of the w1de range of plnks and reds exlstlng;
Iv) brown, comblnatlon of orange and black;
v) grey, comblnatlon of black and white whlch we shall also treat as a
shade because of Its extensive range.
Each of these shades may be descrlbed ln terms of four tones:
vi) very pale, where there Is a large quantlty of white ln the shade;
vII) pale, where the quantlty of white Is smalier;
viii) dark, where there Is an addition of black rather than white to the shade;
lx) very dark, where there Is a substantlal quantlty of black.
A further tone description, "quite dark" could be used, but It can sometlmes be
dlfflcult to apply and Is best avoided.
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ln ail then 38 colours (9 shades x 4 tones + black and white) are avallable to
descrlbe the colours 'of the groups of pixels on the screen. The addition of an extra
tone ("qulte dark") would brlng thls figure up to 47.
(d) Texture
Texture Is a concept whose meaning often creates difficulties and is frequently
confused with that of structure. If is necessary to draw a distinction between these
two concepts. Of ail the natural sciences, it Is probably the soli sciences whlch offer
the clearest deflnltlon. Soli scientists define the "texture of a soil" as its granulometric
composition and measure It ln terms of the soll's percentage content of coarse and
fine sand, alluvlum, clay, humus or Iimestone. They define ·soil structure" on the
other hand as the way in which the solld constituents of the soli combine
(SOLTNER, 1982).
The application of these concepts to the reading and vlsuallnterpretatlon of satelRte
Images leads us to deflne structure as "the way ln whlch vlsua/ly dlfferenf
groups of pixels combine, from the point of vlew elther of thelr colour or
fhelr texture or a comblnatlon of these two factors". Texture, however, IIke
colour, refers excluslvely to the content of the groups of pixels. lt can be descrlbed
as "the Internai disposition of these groups, Irrespectlve of colour". In vlsual terms,
thls can be expressed by four characterlstlcs:
1) the presence or absence of c1early defined dark IInes;
Il) the presence or absence of dark IInes whlch are not c1early defined and are
composed of granules;
III) the ·coarseness· of these groups of granular IInes, which can be assessed ln
terms of the slze and form of the granules and corresponds to the
granulometrlc composition of the area ln question;
Iv) the unlformlty of the granulation, measured by the distribution of granule
denslty over the area.
Uslng these four characterlstlcs, we shall dlstlngulsh between 10 main texture
categories:
Uniformly smooth, where there Is a total absence of granulation, as for example
w1th a homogeneous grassy savanna;
2 Smooth with a few, clearly defined Unes, e.g. grassy areas crossed by a
screen of trees or by roads;
3 Smooth, with a large number of clearly-defined lines, e.g. areas of bare land
furrowed by eroslon gullies;
4 Heterogeneous granules or scattered points, e.g. grassy savanna with thlck
bush coyer;
5 Heterogeneous granules or scattered points interspersed with a large number
of clearly-defined lines. This type of texture is characteristic of grassy slopes
wlth spa'rse woodland, the Unes correspondlng to treeless crests, eroslon
gullles or water courses.
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6 Law ta medium unlfarm coarseness, as ln pasture land created ln forest areas
and dotted w1th c1usters of surviving trees;
7 Large-grain, very coarse; this texture Is usual for areas of rain forest;
B Fine-grain, very caarse, found in less dense raln forest;
9 Law ta medium caarseness, with superimpased Ifnes; thls texture has two
klnds of Unes, those marklng the edges of the granules and thicker straight
lines often correspondlng to a road network. It Is characteristic of young tree or
shrubbery plantations and fully exposed adult shrubberies;
10 Medium to high coarseness with superimpased fines; this texture differs from
the prevlous one only ln its greater degree of coarseness, which reflects a
denser and more heterogeneous plant coyer. It is frequently found ln adult
forest plantations or shrubbery plantations (coffee, cocoa) under forest coyer.
Variations ln unlformity of granulation are the distinguishing features of compound
textures, of whlch there are two types relatlng malnly to forest areas:
1) contact texture, an example of which Is where secondary forest meets prlmary
forest, which, w1th its broader crowns glves coarser granulatfon;
Il) s/and texture, whlch often corresponds to clearings ln forests or Islands of
prlmary forest surrounded by degraded forest.
2.1.2. Secondary parameters of description and djfferentlation
These are four secondary parameters: order, Iinearity, direction and cannexity.
They are descrlbed as secondary because they are used mainly in conjunctlon with '
prlmary parameters whose meanlng they complement.
(a) Order
Applied to space, the concept of order Implies regularity and equidistance, whlch
are generally the marks of human actlvlty. Drder is thus characteristic, and by the
same token, Indicative of a landscape bearlng the Imprlnt of human actlvity.
As a secondary parameter, order can be employed ln conJunction with each of the
four prlmary parameters mentloned above -size, !orm, c%ur and texture - to create
the followlng four combined parameters: ardered size, ordered !orm, ordered c%ur
and ordered texture.
Drdered size
This comblnatlon Is closely linked w1th man's technologlcal potential ln the shape of
the control he exerts over hls natural envlronment. Village gardens created by
clearing the bush and tended manually by the members of a single household are
an excellent Illustration. The size of these gardens Is directly related to the means of
production and the workforce employed to estabRsh and malntaln them.
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Villages at a slmllar stage of technologlcal advancement and wlth comparable
demographlc trends will have gardens of slmllar slze, thus creatlng an order ln the
landscape.
Ordered form
This comblnatlon Is malnly characteristlc of urban areas or urbanised rural zones
where the distribution of residentlal areas and communications networks produces
ordered forms. In agricultural areas, thls order can be found mainly ln the patchwork
patterns made by pasture land or, more rarely, ln the concentric circles ln whlch
crops are laid out around a population seUlement.
Ordered cofour
This combinatlon Is frequently found ln urban centres because of the unlformity of
the materials used ln rooflng. In rural areas It is malnly found ln village gardens
where It reflects a seasonal slmllarlty ln the agricultural calendar. More rarely, Jt may
Indlcate a slmllartty ln the crops grown.
Ordered texture
Of the four comblnatlons Involvlng the parameter -order", thls Is the most
w1despread. It applles ln particular to road networks or patches of forest survlvlng ln
pasture areas.
(b) L1neBrlty
This parameter Is essentially an attribute of the primary parameters of -form- and
"texture". L1near form relates to any element of the natural or man-made landscape
whose contours take the form of stralght IIne segments. With regards to texture
finear/ty applles to the contents of a group of pixels. Unearity Is partfcularly
apparent ln the followlng three texture categories:
1) smooth with c1early-deflned IInes.
Il) low to medium coarseness wlth superimposed Iines and
III) medium to hlgh coarseness wlth superimposed Iines.
L1nearity can be descrlbed ln three terms: perfect /inearily, medium /inearilyand fow
flnear/ty.
(c) DIrection
Direction Is a parameter Iinked closely to finearily and is expressed by reference to
the four cardinal points.
(d) Connexlty
This parameter Is also associated with Iinearity, of which It Is a complex variant. It
occurs when·a straight line encounters successively several sma" segments of
stralght IInes. An example would be the confluence of rivers or a line of crests.
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2.2. PARAMETERS OF STRICT DIFFERENTIATION
Three parameters can be Identified : contrast and the two pairs of opposltes,
heterogeneltylhomogeneityand continuity/discontinuity . These parameters cannot
be used to describe groups of pixels. Thelr use Is limlted elther to the recognition of
distinct groups of pixels, as ln the case of contrast, or the visualisation of the Internai
disposition of the Image and the recognition of Its structure, as ln the case of
heterogenelty/homogenelty and continuity/dlscontlnulty. These parameters can
therefore be called Ustructural parametersu •
2.2.1. Contrast
This parameter quantifies a difference ln klnd or quantity between two or more
contiguous landscape elements. This dlfference relates either to the form of these
elements or to thelr slze, colour or texture.
(a) Contrast ln slze
This Is a purely quantitative parameter. Il makes ft possible to distingulsh between
one or more groups or pixels belonglng to two or more of the five slze categories
mentioned above: very small, small, medium, large, very large. These five slze
categories can be graded according to thelr uproximityU on a scale of increaslng
values. We can therefore dlstlnguish between:
1) four categories of proxlmity of degree 1: (very small . small), (small·medium),
(medium-large), (large-very large);
Il) three categories of proxlmity of degree 2: (very small to small·medium).
(small-large), (medium-very large);
III) two categories of proxlmity of degree 3: (very small-Iarge), (small-very large);
Iv) one category of proxlmlty of degree 4: (very small·very large).
The further apart the two categories, the easler It ls to distlngulsh between two
groups of pixels; thus Il Is easier to distingulsh a group of 11-100 pixels (small size)
from a group of 500-2500 pixels (large slze). than from a group of 101-500 pixels
(medium slze).
(b) Contrast ln form
This Is a qualitative parameter. Contrast derives from the difference in form between
two groups of pixels belonglng to two or more of the form categories defined above.
ln general terms, Iwo forms possesslng the same number of angles are difficult to
dlstlngulsh. However, forms w1th few or no angles. Iike the triangle or the clrcle can
easlly be dlstingulshed from an angular form such as a polygon.
When they are the same slze. the basic forms whlch are hardest to distlngulsh are
the clrcle and the square, and the square and the rectangle.
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(c) Contrast ln colour
This parameter ls both qualitative and quantitative. The contrast lies in the variations
ln shade (qualitative) and ln tone (quantitative gradation).
(d) Contrast ln texture
This contrast Is both qualitative and quantitative and refers to two parameters of
texture, granulometry and the existence of clearly-deflned Iines.
Contrast in granulometry
The greater the difference ln granulometry between two groups of pixels, the greater
the contrast and the easier lt is to distlngulsh between them. A classification of the
five types of texture defined above (smooth, heterogeneous granules, low to
medium coarseness, medium to high coarseness, high coarseness) in accordance
w1th their proximity on a scale of Increaslng values makes it possible to distingulsh
four categories of proximity of degree 1, three of degree 2, two of degree 3 and one
of degree 4.
The four categories of proxlmity of degree 1 are:
1) (smooth-heterogenous granules);
Il) (heterogeneous granules-Iow to medium coarseness);
Iii) (Iow to medium coarseness-medlum to high coarseness);
Iv) (medium to hlgh coarseness-high coarseness).
The three categories of proxlmity of degree 2 are:
1) (smooth-Iow to medium coarseness);
Il) (heterogeneous granules-medium to high coarseness);
iii) (Iow to hlgh coarseness-hlgh coarseness).
The two categories of proxlmlty of degree 3 are:
1) (smooth-medlum to hlgh coarseness);
Il) (heterogeneous granules-hlgh coarseness).
The category of proximlty of degree 4 is:
1) (smooth-hlgh coarseness).
Contrast in terms of clearly-defined lines
Two zones with the same or slmllar granulometry can be clearly identifled if one
contalns clearly-deflned lines and the other does not.
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2.2.2 Structural parameters
(a) Homogenelty
The concept of homogeneity refers to an identity or simllarity between two or more
groups of pixels. This Identlty or similarity relates essentlally 10 the colour and
texture of the groups of pixels. More rarely, form may be taken Into account.
Homogeneous c%ur
Two or more groups of pixels are said 10 be homogeneous if theïr colour is identical,
Irrespective of thelr texture or form.
Homogeneous texture
Two or more groups of pixels are sald to have homogeneous texlure when thelr
texture Is Identical or slmilar, regardless of Ihelr colour or form.
Homogeneous form
Two or more groups of pixels are sald 10 be homogeneous in form when they ail
have one of the flve basic forms (square, rectangle, triangle, circle, star), whatever
Ihelr colour and texture.
Homogeneity of two criteria
This relates to slmllarlty of:
1) colour and texture, regardless of form, or
Il) colour and form, regardless of texture, or
III) texture and forrn, regardless of colour.
Homogeneity of three criteria
Although possible, thls Is rare: It would requlre slmllarity of colour, form and texture
between two or more groups of pixels.
(b) Heterogenelty
Two or more groups of pixels are saId to be heterogeneous when no similarlties of
colour, forrn or texture can be Identifled between them.
(c) Contlnulty
The notion of contlnulty refers to shared borders.
Two groups of pixels are sald 10 be conlinuous if they have al least two shared
edges. This notion Is partloularly useful for the vlsual Interpretation of satellite
Images. when comblned wlth the concept of homogeneity, in delermining Ihe
contlnulty of several homogeneous groups of pixels (fig. 22a).
(d) DI9conllnuity
Two groups of pixels are sald to be discontinuous when they possess no shared
boundarles. Simllarly. several groups of homogeneous pixels will be descrlbed as
dlscontlnuous when none of thelr edges touch (fig. 22b).
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a) Zones which are contlnuous and homogeneous from the point of vlew of
texture
b) Zones which are discontinuous and heterogenous tram the point of view of
texture
Figure 22. Homogeneity/heterogeneity, Continuity/discontinuity
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2.3. FRQM STRUCTURE JO TEXTURE - THE DIALECTICS QF INTERLQÇKING
SCALES
We have seen above that there are four prlmary parameters (size, form, texture and
colour) whlch enable us to descrlbe and dlstlngulsh between separate groups of
pixels, whlch will henceforth be referred to as "units of visualisation". The
application to these unlts of the parameters of strict d!fferentlatlon contrast,
homogenelty/heterogenelty and contlnuity/dlscontinuity makes It possible to divIde
these groups of pixels Into "structural units" made up of several "homogeneous units
of visualisation". This process Is lIIustrated ln the form of a diagram ln figure 23.
Units of Visualization
1Contrastl-----i..~
Homogeneity
r-- heterogeneity
.....
Continuity
'-- Discontinuity
1 Structural Units 1
Figure 23. Process of differentiation of structural units
of Spot Image by visual Interpretation
The structural units change ln size depending on the scale used. Thus, a reduction
ln scale causes a regrouplng of the structural unlts Into a smaller number of units
whlch we shall cali "(irst degree derived structural units".
Qn a small scale, the slze of the original structural units Is so small as to make it
possible to obtain a clear idea of the structure of the Image. However, thase original
structural units have become excellent units of visualisation, which we shall cali "first
degree derived units of vlsua/isationn , the original unlts of visualisation havlng lost
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ail relevance on thls scale because of thelr small slze. In fact, the original structural
unlts, whlch on the original scale reflected the structures of the Image, now reffect
only Its texture, ln other words the Internai arrangement of the new groups of pixels
produced by the change of scale.
Any decrease ln scale for a glven group of pixels therefore tends to transform
structure Into texture. Symmetrically, any Increase ln the scale creates new
unlts of visualisation, smaller than the original ones, and texture tends to be
trans-formed Into structure. Thus, according to the degree of accuracy desired
ln the vlsual Interpretation of a satellite Image. several degrees of derivation of
structural units can be used (structural unlts derived to the degree n - 1, n, n + 1, etc.
where n > 1).
This Interlocklng of structural unlts Is concomitant wlth the Interlocklng
of scales. Thus a structural unit derlved to the "degree nA corresponds to a larger
scale than a structural unit derlved to the "degree n+1". Symmetrically, thls same
structural unit derlved to the Adegree nA will correspond to a smaller scale than a
structural unit derlved to the "degree n-1".
3. lANDSCAPE UNITS AND ORGANISATION OF SPACE
3.1. GEOFACIES, GEOSYSTEM AND REGION
3.1.1. Geofacles
Accordlng to the deflnltlon suggested by the French geographer, G. BERTRAND
(1970), landscape Is "a portion of space characterised by a dynamic, and thus
unstable combination of different geographical elements - physical. biological.
-anthropic which, by reacting dialecticafly with one another, make the landscape an
Indissoluble geographical whole which develops en bloc. as much from the
influence of the interaction between the elements composing it as from that of the
individual dynamics of each of the elements considered separatelt'.
Uke a SPOT Image, which is a two-dlmenslonal representation of the landscape,
the landscape Is composed of elementary units whlch may Interlock to form larger
unlts. These elementary units are called "geofacies" in the terminology used by G.
BERTRAND (1968) and also adopted by .I.F. RICHARD (1975). In the tropical
countrles, the "geofacies" Is the unit of description of geographlcal space; It Is the
smallest homogeneous spatial unit (RICHARD. op. cit.). Its dimensions can be of
the order of one hectare (10 000 m2) or one square kllometre (1 000000 m2), whlch
corresponds to a margln of 25 to 2500 pixels on a SPOT Image ln multispectral XS
mode and 100 to 10000 pixels ln P + XS mode. It may be a coconut grove, a forest
ln a valley bottom, a grassy slope, etc.
Any geofacies can be Identlfled by its geographical location ln longitude and
latitude and by the combinatlon of elements of landscape ft contains. These ele-
ments can be dlvlded Into three levels, the physical envlronment, the ecosystem and
human actlvlty.
A geofacies -has a homogeneous physlognomy. This Is only possible under the
followfng conditions:
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elther the comblnatlon of landscape elements makfng up the geofacles are
homogeneous over the whole area It occuples, or
where one or two landscape levels predomlnate ln the geofacles - whether It
Is the physlcal envlronment, the animal or plant community or the human
environ-ment - the elements maklng up the level(s) must be homogeneous.
The "unlts of visualisation" Identlfled by the Interpreter on SPOT Images also have a
homogeneous physlognomy. The homogenelty of colour and/or texture whlch
characterlses Its visual unlts reflects elther a homogeneous physlcal envlronment or
homogeneous vegetation whlch may Itself sometlmes reflect a homogeneous
human environment when the vegetation Is essentlally a product of agriculture or
forestry. In thls respect, unlts of visualisation may be equlvalent to
geofacles, slnce they are of the same slze and have the same meaning.
3.1.2. Geosystem and reglon
The geosystem Is the second landscape unit widely used by French geographers.
About 10 to 100 tlmes larger than the geofacies, the geosystem occuples an area
ranglng from 1 to more than 10 km2. This may be the zone covered by a village
terrltory, a mountaln valley, a mangrove, a coral reef, etc. Unlike the geofacies. the
geosystem does not have a homogeneous physlognomy. The geosystem Is a
comblnatlon of geofacies. but the latter may differ ln nature. How do these geofacies
combine together ln a geosystem and how are they organised? This Is a vital
question whlch merits serlous consideration. Flrst. however, we must define the
thlrd landscape unit applicable ln scale to a SPOT Image - the reglon.
The dimensions of the region are of the order of about 100 km2 for the Paclflc
Islands. The region Is generally easy to ldentify on a satellite Image as It
corresponds to the main relief fealures; It can be a coastal plain or a mountaln
foothlll.
3.2. FROM QEOFACIES TC GEOSYSTEM - CHORES AND TAXONS
•
How do we move from geofacies to geosystem? The process is not a direct one but
passes through two stages and requlres reference to twc key concepts ln ecology
and geography, "chores" and "taxons".
Taxons can be defined as a sub-group of elementary areas w1th a high degree of
slmilarlty between them and can thus be d/stingulsh from areas belonglng to other
categories. This resemblance relates to ecologlcal afflnities reflected ln either a
slmllar physlcal envlronment (especlally vegetation) or similar f1ows. The concept of
taxon Is already a famlllar one and is related to the notion of homogeneity. It was
used above to explaln the formation of structural units from unlts of visualisation.
Each structural unit Is equlvalent to a taxon wh/ch groups together vlsual unlts of
homogeneous texture and/or colour.
The concept of chore refers to the idea of contlnuity. A chore is a sub-group of
contlguous elementary areas. Figure 24 iIIustrates these concepts.
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let us now apply the concept of chores and taxons to a problem of concern to us -
how is a geosystem bullt up of geofacles? The first step concerns the formation of
taxons from ail the elementary areas or geofacies (or ·visuaf units") of a reglon. The
taxon whlch seems most representatlve Is chosen. Ali the vlsual unlts adjacent to It
are then comblned wlth it more and more closely untll ail these vlsual unlts,
comblned wlth the taxon ln the form of successive chores, form one or more other
taxons. The Iimlts of the geosystem are then determined.
IUII 1
Plain
, 1 \ 1
.., .~
11111 3
Four butons can he fdentlf'ted : oavanna. l'oreat. piedmont. r'Aln.
Four cheres can he Identlfled , nlll 1. 1Il11 2. Hill 3. Plain and pl_ta.
Hill 1 consists of zones : Savonna 1 • Forest 1 • Piedmont 1.
HlI 1 2 consista or zones : SBvonno 2 • Forest 2 • Piedmont ~.
Hill 3 consista or zon~o : Ssvanne 3 • Forest 3 • rt~l J.
The plain and the p'~dmonlR constat or zoneR :
rIa'" • pted:mont 1 • rtedmnnt po • rtrdmonl J.
Figure. 24. An exemple. of chores and taxons in a landscape.
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4. CONCLUSION - A METHOO Of VISUAL INTERPRETATION
ln conclusion, we shall outllne a method to be used for the description and vlsual
Interpretation of satellite images. This outline Is accompanled by a grld for the
description and Interpretation of the elements of landscape maklng up the Image.
4.1. niNTERLOCKING" SCALES
Comparing dlfferent scales for the same area Is the most effective method of
dlstlngulshing between and orderlng the different elements (chores and taxon)
composlng the structure of the landscape. It Is therefore Important to use dlfferent
scales to visualise and Interpret the image. These scales will be Inter-Iocked, as
children do with tubes of different sizes, beglnnlng with the smaller scales and then
movlng to the larger ones, whlch will be used to distlngulsh between the "unlts of
visualisation", and then, if necessary, retumlng to the medium and smail scales to
visualise the "structural unlts" and Interpret them more accurately.
The cholce of scale should be based on two criteria:
a) the flrst Is leglbility. It is useless to look at a SPOT image on a scale whlch Is
elther too small or too large. As the Islands of the South Pacifie generally
cover small areas, a scale of 1/500 000, where each centimetre represents 5
km, Is generally too smail and details cannot be properly seen. Similarly, a
scale of 1/10 000 Is generally too large for groups of homogeneous pixels to
be easlly Identifiable. The scares 1/100 000 and 1/50 000 seem the most
suitable. For small areas to be studled ln detail, the scales 1/25000 or 1130
000 can also be usefully employed.
b) the second Is compatlbllity with exlstlng cartographie documents, especlally
survey maps, relief maps and vegetation maps, whlch can be used as an ald
to the visual Interpretation of the satellite Image.
4.2. SIMPUFYING Tt-IE COMPLEX
For any glven scale, identlfylng "units of visualisation" and "structural units" and
lnterpretlng them must be done by movlng from the most simple to the most
complex. In the case of "units of visualisation", the complexity is closely related to
the small slze of the areas to be examlned and the meeting or overlapplng of
dlfferent colours and textures ln a small space. Il is therefore preferable to
concentrate tlrst on the larger and most homogeneous visual units and then move
on to the smaller areas afterwards. It Is IIkely that at the end of thls process a
ftresidue" will be left conslsting of numerous smail areas wlth textures and colours
which are dlftlcult to distlngulsh. This"residue" should be left as It is and will form a
structural unit ln Its own rlght or will be vlsualised on a larger scale ln order to break
It down, If possible, Into several units of visualisation.
4.3. USING THE PROPES TOOLS
ln order to read and vlsually Interpret a satellite Image, It is necessary to use the
parameters descrlbed above.
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a) Begin by dlstinguishlng visual unlts by using the primary parameters of
description and dlfferentlatlon: size, (orm, c%ur and texture;
b) then, If approprlate, use .the secondary parameters of description and
differentlatlon: arder, linearity, direction, connexity;
c) then group together the visual unlts into structural units using the parameters
of strict dlfferentlatlon: contrast, homogeneity, continuity,
d) use the following grid to describe dnd Interpret the unlts of landscape making
up the Image.
4.4. READING AND INTERPRETATION GRID
This grid Is designed to provide a description in terms of (orm, size, c%ur and
texture of ail the structural units Identifiable on the image and whlch then glve an
Interpretation ln terms of landscape unlts (table 6).
Table 6. Grid for the reading and visual Interpretation of units of Landscape
identifiable on a spot satellite image
CJeosyst.ems
- --
-
Bt.ruct.ural
uDit.s of
geosyst.em
--- --------
Form
---- ---
Bize
----
colour
-- -- --
T GraDularit. 1
E _. --- ---- ---
Z LiDearit.y
T --- - -
U Ot.ber
R Paramet.ers
E
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS RELEVANT TO VEGETATION MAPPING,
GEOMORPHOLOGY AND PEDOLOGY
G. DAVID
ORSTOM - PORT VILA
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY
1.1. WHAT 15 GEOMORPHOlOGY?
Geomorphology Is the study of landforms and theïr processes or orlgin.
1.1.1. Landforms
landform means the morphology of the ground surface at a glven moment in tlme,
and Is, descrlbed as the combinatlon of relief, slope form and drainage IInes (figure
25).
landforms are usually shown on maps by the contour IInes whlch directly represent
altitude and the contour Jntervals. A contour Interval Is the vertical distance
separatlng successive contours (figure 26).
1.1.2. processes
Process Is the action of f1uld agents causlng the forms to change. Three main
processes can be Identlfled:
1) eroslon,
il) transport,
III) and deposltlon.
ln tropical countries the morphological processes are caused by three f1uid agents:
1) runnlng water in surface and underground f10w systems,
Il) waves,
iii) w1nd blowlng over the ground.
1.1.3. Geomorphology as a system
Geomorphology can be seen as a system composed of three elements:
1) forms,
Il) processes,
iii) and bed rocks: and three relationshlps:
a) process to forms,
b) process to bed rock,
c) bed rock to forms (figure 27).
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Peak
Figure 25. Examples of landforms (after Strahler and Strahler, 1978)
Figure 26. Contours of a smail Pacifie Island (after Strahler and Strahler, 1978)
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1'------- BED ROCK <------
FO:HS <-----------------1 PROCESSES
Figure 27. The Geomorphological System
1.2 GEOMOBpHOLOGICAL UNITS
2.1. ~
The slope Is the basic unit of geomorphology. Siopes may vary from 0° (horizontal)
to 900 (vertical).
Siopes are a functlon of the rock type or surface m,aterial and the processes acting
upon It. In the upper section of the slope. erosion predomlnates. In the mlddle
section. transport predomlnates. In the lower section of the slope, deposltlon and
transport predominate (figure 28).
On a' smaller scale, the same classification can be applied between slopes, relative
relief and drainage Rnes (figure 29):
1) slopes are mainly characterised by eroslon; relative relief is malnly
characterlsed by deposltlon;
\1) drainage Rnes are malnly characterlsed by transport.
1.2.2. Dmlnage !Ines
• The total system of downslope water flow to the point of arrivaI at the ground
surface comprises the drainage system. "consists of a branched network of stream
channels, as weil as the sloping ground surfaces that contribute overland flow and
interflow to those channels. The entire system is bounded by drainage divide.
outlining a more or less pear-shaped drainage basis· (STRAHLER and STRAHLER,
1978) (figure 30).
ln wet tropical countrles such as the Solomon Islands and Vanuatu. the rocks are
very strong. The r1vers can not cut through them; the drainage lines can use only the
weakest points of the landforms, especlally the fault Unes. This is the reason why
usually the valleys are very narrow ln mountalnous regions and why the canyons
are common.
At low altitudes, alluvial meanders are common (figure 31).
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Figure 28 - Morphological processes on a siope
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Figure 29 - Morphological processes between slopes, relief and
drainage lines
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figure 30 A drainage system
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1.3. BOCK WEAl1:lEBING
1.3.1. Physlcal. chemlcal and mechanlcal weathering
Weatherlng Is the general term applled to the combined action of ail processes
causlng bedrock to be gradually broken down into small bits and pieces then
dlslntegrated physlcally and decomposed chemlcally because of exposure at or
near the earth's surface. The products of rock weathering tend to accumulate ln a
soft surface layer called "regolith".
The regollth grades downward ln bedrock, (solld and unaltered rock). Begonth ln
tum provldes the source for sediment. The sediment consists of detached minerai
partlcles transported or deposlted in a f1uld agent (figure 32).
ln wet tropical countries, the f1uid agent Is water and the weathering is mainly of a
chemical nature, except at hlgh altitude where frost may be responsible for some
physlcal weatherlng.
When the bed rock Is not too deep, the roots of trees may use fractures of bed rock,
enlarge them and cause mechanlcal weathering (figure 33).
Outcraps
Sai\-canred
51aa!
Figure 32. Begolith on a hillslope (after Strahler and Strahler, 1978)
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Figure 33. Mechanlcal weathering caused by tree roots
1.3.2. Chemlca! weatherlng or mineraI alteratlon
The heat, the humldlty and the precipitation are the three cllmatological agents
causing chemlcal weatherlng ln wet tropical cauntrles (figure 34).
v
v
Quick
decompositionr-------
v
<---1 f'ercolallon
v
1 Chemical Weathering
Figure 34. Chemlcal weathering
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1.4. THE EROSION AND TRANSPORT PROCESS
1.4.1. Surface wash and overland flow
The surface wash Is the downslope transport of regolith material along the ground
surface through the medium of movlng water. The surface wash can be divlded Into
Iwo main categories: the ralndrop Impact and the surface f1ow.
1) The ralndrop Impact causes splash eros;on, a geyserllke splashlng ln whlch
soli partlcles are IIfted and then dropped Into new positions.
Il) The surface flow can be dlvlded Into Iwo types: the sheet wash and the rill
wash (figure 35).
The term "sheet wash" Is used when the ground Is entlrely or largely
covered by a movlng layer of water. When the water Is very turbld anether
term Is used: "sheet f1oocf", Instead of "sheet wash".
The term "rill wash" Is used when the water f10ws mainly as micro
channels. In rlll wash, the channels frequently change thelr route on
slopes. Where channels are constant ln location the process Is called:
"gullyïng".
ln a forest environment rllI wash Is more common than sheet wash. Surface
wash Is also called overland f10w " (figure ~6).
• [> Raindrop impact
Surface "8sh
or
Overland flo" [> Sheet "ash -> Sheet flood
>Surf8ce flo"
> Rill "8sh ------) Gull,ing
Figure 35. The different components of the surface wash
Figure 36. Overland flow from slopes (after Strahler and Strahler, 1978)
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1.4.2. SQII creep
The term Is applled to the extremely slow movement Qf SQiI and regolith.
1.4.3. Earth flQW
This prQcess Qccurs ln humld regions. The term earth flow means any downslope
movement of a mass of water-saturated soil, regolith or weak clay which move down
a steep slope under the Influence of gravity. An earth flow mass Is always slugglsh.
An earthflow can take several hours. Small earth nows are common on steep
forested slopes saturated by heavy ralns.
1.4.4. Mud flow
This process Is usually common to dry regions, but it can occur in tropical countrles
as cyclone Namu showed ln May 1987 in Guadalcanal (figure 37).
Figure 37. Mudflow on overlogged mountains (aner Strahler and Slrahler,
1978)
1.4.5. Landslldes
Landslldes and earth flow are closely related processes. The only difference Is that
landslide mass Is always r1gid, composed of regolith or bedrocks. Two basic forms
of landslides are:
1) rockslide whlch may Involve slipplng on a nearty plane surface.
Il) and slump block which moves down a curved slippery surface wilh rotation on
a horizontal axis.
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2. BASIC CONCEPTS Of PEDOlOGY OR SOll SCIENCE
2.1. WHAT IS SaiL?
A soli Is a natural body having bath depth and surface area. It Is a complex mixture
of Inorganlc minerais (mostly clay, sllt and sand), decaying organlc matter, living
organlsms, air and water. Soills a product of nature resultlng from both destructive
and synthetic forces.
Each type of soli can be analysed ln terms of:
1) colour,
Il) texture or poroslty based on the pereentage of sand, silt and clay particles ln
the soli,
III) structure, whlch refers to the grade size of soil partlcles and the soli
conslstency,
Iv) ratio (organlc matterllnorganlc mineraIs).
v) acldity and alkallnity.
vi) chemlcal composition of the soli solution. the part of the soli which ls
composed~f air and water.
. 2.2. BASIC PEDOGENIC PROCESSES
Three main pedogenlc processes can be Identlfled:
1) addition of materlal to the soli body,
Il) translocation of material w1thln the soil body,
III) transformation of materlal withln the soli body.
2.1.1. Addition of material
This process Is usually called "soil enrichment". Four types of soli enrichment can
be Identlfled:
1) the organtc enrlchment of the soli surface by decomposition of the organlc
IItter from the vegetable blomass growlng on the soli;
Il) the Inorganlc enrlchment of the soli surface by colluvium. sediments brought
by runnlng water;
III) the Inorganic enrlchment of the soli surface by sediments transported by the
w1nd (volcanlc ash for example);
Iv) the Inorganic enrlchment by weatherlng and alteratlon of the deeper part of
the soli at the contact of the bed rock.
2.1.2. Translocation of materlal
Translocation of materlal can be dlvided Into two big movements:
1) the downward transport of soluble elements or colloids under the Influence
of Infiltration and percolation;
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Il) the upward movement of soluble elements, fine particles and colloids
caused by the evaporation of 5011 water.
Translocation movements cause internai enrlchment or 1055 of organic and
Inorganlc materlal in the 5011.
Eluvation and iIIuvation are two simultaneous downward translocations of fine
partlcles in the upper part of the 5011 (figure 38).
i) Elluvatlon occurs just under the soil surface. It causes a removal of colloids
in thls zone and leaves behlnd coarse skeletal minerai grains.
il) IIIuvation is the accumulation of materlal carrled out of an upper soil zone by
elluviatlon mostly clay particles. humus (organic particles), iron and
aluminium.
The translocation of calcium and salt through the reverse processes of (decal-
c1flcation - calcification) and (desallnlsatlon - sallnisation) are also very Important.
HUMIFICATION
ELUVATION
ILLUVATION
Organic horb:on fonncd by
debrj~ in dceompo~ilion
A - horÏ7.on fonncd by rcmovol or
fine organic and minerai colloid~
B - Hori7.on formcd by accumulation
Figure 38. Humification, eluvation and iIIuvation
2.1.3. Transformation of malerial
Oxldatlon and hydrolysis are the main chemical processes affecting the inorganic
materia!. They transform by decomposltion prlmary mine-minerais such as feldspars
to secondary minerais such as bauxite; new minerais can be synthesised trom the
products of decomposltion. Humification is the transformation process affecting
organlc materla!. By humification plant tissues are transformed into humus.
2.2. HOBIZONATION
2.2.1. The soil horizons
Pedogenlc process cause the stratification of soil into horizons. Five horizons are
commonly identified (figure 39).
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a) The flrst horizon Is an organlc horizon, called 0 horizon. In fact two 0
horizons are usually Identlfied:
1) 01 horizon, whlch Is forrned of loose leaves and organlc debris. largely
undecomposed,
Il) 02 horizon, whlch conslsts largely of humus.
b) The second horizon is the first material horizon, called A horizon. This
horizon is often divided Into two subhorizons called A1 and A2:
1) the A1 horizon Is a dark coloured horizon of mixed mineraIs and
organlc matter, It is rlch ln humus with much blological actlvlty;
Il) the A2 horizon Is characterised by a maximum of elluvatlon.
c) The thlrd horizon Is still a minerai horizon called E horizon; It Is a transition
horizon between horizons A and B. The E horizon Is characterlsed by a low
concentration of organlc and Inorganlc matter.
d) The B horizon Is the thlrd minerai horizon. It Is characterlsed by a hlgh
lIIuvation of minerai matter whlch Is accompanled by a maximum
accumulation of silicate clay minerais or of sesquloxides and organlc matter.
e) The last horizon, called C horizon, Is a minerai layer of regollth or sediment
w1th poor blologlcal activlty.
The fertllity of the soills concentrated ln 0, A1 and B horizons.
2.2.2. Horizons and soli fertility ln tropical forests
ln tropical forest countrles, the most common types of soli are ·oxisols". They are
characterlsed by the extreme weatherlng of most minerais to sesquloxldes of
aluminium and Iron and to kaollnlte.
Usually oxlsol horizons are not very distinct except for the dark surface layers. 0
horizons, ln whlch most of the fertllity of the soil is concentrated. A2 and E horizons
wlth very poor nutrlent contents are very large and only the roots of the big forest
trees can reach B horizon where they pump minerais accumulate by lIIuvation
(figure 40).
2.3. Sail AS A SYSTEM
From a cybemetic point of vlew, soli can be seen as a black box ln contact with two
types of flux:
1) soli formlng factors acting as Input flux in a process calied pedogenesls;
Il) soli erosfon factors acting as output flux in a process called morphogenesls.
2.3.1. pedogenesis
Pedogenesls. Is the result of six soli forming factors: cilmate, vegetation, animai
organlsms. parent materlal rock, relief (topography) and tlme. At each period of its
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Horizons
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E
B
c
Bedrock
Figure 39-
The soil horizons
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Horizons and soil fenility
in tropical forests
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evolutlon a soil results from ihe interactions of these six variables as shown ln the
following equatlon:
S = f (C, V. O. P, R) to
Where 0: animai organlsms. C: climate, V: vegetation, P: post material, R: relief,
tO: relative age.
2.3.2. Egulllbrium between pedogenesls and morphogenesls
If 5011 15 a functlon of pedogenesls as the last equation shows, soil is also a functlon
of morphogenesls. If this morphogenesls 15 more dynamlc than pedogenesls, a soli
disappear ln several weeks, months or years by eroslon.
The concept of equlllbrium bétween pedogenesls and morphogenesls leads to the
typology of 50115 into three groups:
1) Mature solls where pedogenesls equals morphogenesis. in using EHRARTs
(1956) theory of biorhexistasy, we cali mature 50115 "soil in biostasy".
Il) Immature 50115, still ln formation, where pedogenesls is more intensive than
morphogenesis. Accordlng to EHRARrs classification, immature soifs are
"solls ln positive rhexistasy".
III) Eroded solls, where pedogenesis Is less Intensive than morphogenesls,
these solis can be called "soifs in negative rhexistasy" according to
EHRARTs theory of biorhexlstasy.
Figure 41 glves a summary of the soli system.
SOIl
Clillte
VegetaUon
Anllal arganiB..
Parent iaterlll rad
Relief
Til!
SOIl FORftINB
FACTDRS
\
,
1
EDDlLnRl1lII
PEDU6EIŒSIS 1 IIDRPHD6ENES/5
EROSION
Figure 41 - The Soil System
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To conclude thls talk, we must keep in mind that the morphology and so/ls are
essentlal parameters to explaln vegetation distribution ln the high Islands of the
Pacifie. Both are very sensitive to any natural and anthroplc (man made) disturbance
whlch mlght cause eroslon and a complete loss of soif fertllity.
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CLiMATE AND VEGETATION IN MELANESIA
by Gilbert DA VID
ORSTOM - PORT VILA
1.THE ClIMATE: A MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAl FACTOR
fOR VEGETATION
1.1. lliEBMAL CYCLES AND ZONES
1.1.1. latltudlnal variations and thermal amplitude
Except ln the heart of Papua New Guinea, ail Melaneslan islands are the tropical
west coastal zone. This cllmatlc zone Is characterised by a weak annuai cycle of
temperatures and no extreme heat. ln the tropical west coastal zone, the dally
thermal amplitude (the difference of mean temperature between the hoUest and the
coolest hours of the day) Is greater than the seasonal thermal amplitude.
Table 7 deals w1th the situation ln Vanuatu. seen as an example of the tropical west
coast zone of temperature. This data was collected from the six meteorologlcal
stations of Vanuatu over the last 30 years. The table shows:
i) the average yearly minimum temperatures (T min),
il) the average yearly maximum temperatures (T max),
iii) the yearly average temperatures, AT =(T min + T max) 12),
iv) the thermal amplitude (T max - T min).
Table 7. The yearly mean temperatures ln Vanuatu (1961-1983),
from STUBER and AUTONES (1985)
Tmin AT Tmax Tmax-Tmin
Vanua Lava 23.3 26.1 28.8 5.5
Santo 22 25.2 28 6
Malakula 22.8 25.9 29 6.2
Efate 21.4 24.8 28.1 6.7
Tanna 20.2 23.8 27.4 7.4
Aneityum 20 23.5 26.8 6.8
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Accordlng to table 7, temperaturès decrease with the latitude when we move from
the north of the country to the south. Thermal amplitude increases.
Table 8 shows the seasonal thermal amplitude ln Vanuatu. Four periods NseasonsN
are consldered: Winter, from July to September; Summer, from December to April;
and two transltlonal seasons, May - June and October - November.
Table 8 - Seasonal temperature variatIon ln Vanuatu (1961-183),
from DAVID (1990a)
May-June July-Sept Oct-Nov Dec-April
Vanua Lava 26.1 25.4 26.0 27.7
Santo 24.8 24.2 25.1 26.0
Malekula 25.5 24.5 25.8 26.8
vila 24.0 22.8 24.6 26.3
Efate 23.0 21.4 23.6 25.6
Aneityum 22.5 21.0 23.0 25.2
1.1.2. Altnude variations and gmund effect
Temperature decreases with altitude from 0.50 to O,Soc each 100 meters. Example:
if the temperature at sea level is 250 c, snow would be found between 4,500 and
5.500m altitude.
At the same altitude ~. 1.000 m) the thermal amplitude is less above the open sea
than on the ground, tflls Is caUed the Nground effecf.
1.2. THE WINDS
Four main features characterise the wind regime patterns in the Melanesian Islands.
a) The trade winds are the prevailing winds. They blow lrom the east-south
east trom April to August-September.
b) Winter Is the calm season.
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FIgure 42. Monsoon and trade w1nds in the South West PacT(After SHOM. 1984) , le
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c) Winter Is the Monsoon season close to the Equator. In Melanesla, the North
West Monsoon affects ail the Solomon Islands and can reach the North of
Vanuatu (figure 42).
d) Winter Is the cyclone season.
Cyclones need a sèa temperature higher than 27 degrees C and a high Instability in
the troposphere (9,000 m of altitude). Cyclones are not common in the Solomon
Islands whlch are too close to the Equator. A cruel exception to the rule was cyclone
"Namu" ln 19~6.
,
ln theory, cydones can affect any equatorial and tropical place located at 50 - 100
latitude minimum. Figure 43 shows the number of tropical cyclones that crossed
each 50 square of the South paclfic reglon from November 1039 to April 1969. In
fact, most of the zones affected by cyclones and tropical depresslons Ile between
150 and 250 latitude, the latitude of the Vanuatu archipelago. From 1940 to 1985.
58 cyclones and tropical depressions crossed the archipelago of Vanuatu (DAVID,
1990 b)
Figure 44 shows the origln and movements of cyclones ln the South Paclflc. Ali of
them appear between 50 and 150 latitude. Three zones of cyclone formation may
be Identlfled:
1) North of FIJI and West of Wallis and Futuna between Tuvalu and Rotuma
Island;
Il) West of the Solomon Islands;
III) North West of the Coral Sea, to the South of PNG.
Figure 43. Number of tropical cyclones that ccrossed each 5-degree square ln the 30
"seasons" November 1939 to April 1969. Shading shows percentage
of total storms (After Kerr, 1976).
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FIgure 44. Orlglns and movements of cyclones in the South-West Pacific
1.3. PRECIPITATION
A maximum of precipitation, more than 5,OOOmm of rainfall as a yearly average,
occurs ln the south-east of the Solomon Isl. (Figure 45). Table 9 shows the
seasonal precipitations ln Vanuatu.
ln ail meteorologlcal stations, the summertlme from December to April Is the wet
season. Wlntertlme, July to September, Is the dry season.
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Figure 45. Means of Rainfall ail the year round in the South West Pacifie
(After Taylor, 1973)
Table 9 - Seasonal precipItations ln Vanuatu from Stuber and Autones (1985)
Dec-Apr May-Jun Jul-Sep Oct-Nov Yr Rd
Vanua Lava 403 355 245 316 4,215
Santo 311 203 140 209 2,832
Malekula 241 149 92 152 2,080
Efate 216 151 106 141 2,281
Tanna 183 103 16 69 1,486
Aneityum 259 158 122 139 2,254
1.4. THE HYPEB HUMIOITY OF HIGH ISLANDS
The tropical Islands affected by trade winds are characterised by an inversion layer
around 3,OOOm altitude which borders a dry air subsidence above and convection
and evaporatlon of wet air underneath (figure 46).
The intenslty and frequency of precipitations changes according 10 the altitude.
a) ln Hlgh Islands a maximum of rainfall occurs belween 1,000 and 1.200m
(figure 47).
b) Up to the level of maximum rainfall is a zone of continuous rainfall from
1,200-1,400m to 1,600-1 ,800m. With the altitude the drops become smaller
and smaller. From 1.600-1,800m to 2,20010 2,400m a very thin rainfallievei
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Is reached. The zone of contlnuous ralnfall and the zone of very thln rainfall
are characterlstlc of the ralnfall forest.
c) The Rmist zoneR also called Rthe cloud seaRstands between the Inversion
layer and the thln precipitation level from 2,200-2,400 to 3,OOO-3,SOOm. In
botanlcal terms thls zone Is characterlstic of moss forest.
d) ln a low unsaturated atmosphere a process of evaporatlon causes a
decreaslng of the drop slzes. The evaporatlon Is so hlgh that the drops
dlsappear before reachlng the soli (CABAUSSEl, 1984).
lIllI"'" (oJ
'.000
4.000 J .., ·"f''"·'· l
Llmit or steblU ty
Inversion A~ rt~~~~Layer '" .-- ~... ~3,000 (.\<-~~~~_~, ~ _ 4:Jr'::'
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1,000 Trec!e "inds
• (vet air!
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Figure 46. Air movements ln a South Pacifie Island
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2. VEGETATION AND CLiMATE
Vegetation distribution Is c10sely Iinked to climatic factors.
2.1. THE INFWENCE OF ALTITUDE AND HUMIDITY ON VEGETATION
a) Coastal vegetation grows in sunny conditions. Coconut trees. yams and
cassavas are three typical coastal plants. Coconut trees rarely grow above
GOOm altitude in Vanuatu.
b) Raln forest grows ln cloudy and wet conditions where taro is also grown.
c) Moss and high altitude shrubs grow at ·cloud seaN level which is
characterlsed by a permanent mlst and cool temperatures of Jess than 150
C. up to 50 - 100 C, around 3,OOOm.
2.2. THE CONTRAST BElWEEN WINDWARD AND LEEWARD COASTS
The leeward coast of high Islands Is drier than the windward coast and slopes
covered by rainfall forest.
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On the leeward coast of many Islands some xeromorphlc adaptation such as
savanna called white grass and dry forest may be noted.
On the leeward plain of Guadalcanal Themeda australis ls a good example of a
white grass area component.
On the leeward coast of Efate the dry forest grows to 300m altitude. Legumenous
trees such as Acacia spirorbis, Leucaena g/auca or Leucaena /eucocepha/a and
Acac/a fomes/ana are the main shrubs whlch characterise dry forest and grass land
savanna.
2.3. THE INFLUENCE OF CYCLONES
Cyclones are a dlsaster for food crops. especlally fruit trees such as bananas, citrus
and mango, but also for the forest. especlally If the deeper horizon of the soli Is too
compact. In thls case, the three roots are concentrated on the solum and thls
constralnt cause a heavy selection among the trees. Trees whlch grow faster wlth
superflclal roots are advantaged but these trees are very sensitive to wlnd blow.
Figure 48 shows the relatlonshlps between the structure of the soli. the reslstance of
the trees to cyclones and the composition of the vegetation.
Two cases are presented, a soft soli w1th deeper horizons whlch allow the growth of
tall trees and a shallow soli where fast-growlng trees w1th superficlal roots, a small
canopy and low reslstance to cyclones effect are ln the majorlty. The comblnatlon of
superflclal roots, qulck growth and low reslstance to cyclones could explaln the low
denslty of big trees ln Efate and the low economlcal value of the forest which Is
malnly composed of small trees.
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a) Lateral side view
Figure 47. Relatations between the depth of the soil, the forest vegetatlon's
composition and the resistance of the trees to cyclones
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ENERGY FLOW AND MATERIAL CYCLES
IN TROPICAL FORESTS
by Gilbert DA VID
ORSTOM - PORT VILA
1. GLOBAL RADIATION BALANCE
Two typés of energy acting as input in the forest ecosystem may be identified :
gravltatldn and solar energy. Figure 48 shows a schematic diagram of the global
radiation balance.
Entering solar radiation
top ot atmosphere
• 100 %
15 %
3 %
Clouds
Absorption
by lIolecules
and dust
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21 %
5 %
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Retlection
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photosynthesis
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(albedo) 32 %
Figure 48 The global radiation balance
2. THE ROLE OF PLANTS IN ENERGY FLOW AND
MATERIAL CYCLES
Vegetation lies at the interface between the ground and the atmosphere. Plants are
the flrst component of the terrestrial ecosystem ta receive solar radiation composed
of shorlwave radiation (ultra violet and visible).
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i) Plants use the shortwaves of solar energy for the photosynthesls of carbon
hydrate molecules whlch are used for cell respiration and for the building of
vegetal tissues. Only 0,023 % of the total solar energy radiation enterlng the
atmosphere Is used for photosynthesls (figure 48).
Il) Plants absorb Infra-red radiation (Iongwave) whlch Increases the tempe-
rature of their tissue surface. Without regulation thls temperature increase
couId destroy the leaves. Plant transpiration Is the thermal regulation which
avolds thls threat.
Figure 49 shows plants as a "black box" system where :
i) Inputs are solar shortwave radiation, longwave radiation and air oxygen,
il) outputs are carbon materlal comlng from photosynthesis,
iII) transpiration acts as a feed back regulation of the system to avoid
dlsturbance caused by temperature Increase and allow a maximum of
efficlency to photosynthesis.
Carbon
hydrate
Photosynthesis1---->
Air oxygen
1 Infra-red radiation 1---------------
Solar Shortwave
radiation
INPUT BLACK BOX OUTPUT
Figure 49 - Solar energy f10w in the Plant system
If by photosynthesis, the plants change the solar energy flux reaching the ground.
plants also play a key role in the water cycle and nutrients cycle in the soil through
the hydrlc flux caused by transpiration. With their roots. plants pump water and
soluble nutrients into the soil by osmotic pressure. Under the form of sap. water
moves ln the plants from the roots to the leaves where under the form of water
vapour it evaporates into the atmosphere by transpiration.
Plant Tissues are composed of water, minerais, carbon and energy. Energy Is
stored in the joints between small molecules. The more complex the molecules are,
the rIcher in energy they are.
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Each year, each square kilometre of tropical forest produces an abundant biomass
of living organlc matter and an abundant waste composed of dead organic matter.
With thls waste, vegetation plays a key role ln pedogenesis and soil fertility. Dead
leaves are malnly composed of glucides (starch, hemicelluloses, celluloses); lignite
(10 to 30%) and small quantities of proteins. The decomposition of this dead orga-
nie matter Is the result of decomposers. Decomposers are microconsumers such as
bacterla, fung!, Insects and worms, whlch break down complex molecules to obtaln
energy. There are two methods of waste decomposltlon.
a) The tlrst one is a mechanlcal decomposition. Eaten by a multitude of small
animais such as slugs, snails, ants, arthropods and worms, plant tissues are
transformed into small pellets of faeces, dead animais, shells,.
b) The second one is a chemlcal decomposltlon of plant tissues, malnly
membranes and parenchymes. Sugar, starch, hemicelluloses and protelns are
easlly decomposed by bacteria and fungl. Pectines and celluloses are not so easlly
decomposed. Decomposition of lignine Is very slow and difflcult to accomplish. AlI
these products are transformed Into slmpler chemicals to be finally evaporized Into
carbonlc gas (C02), hydrogen (H2) and methan (CH4) or mlneralised Into nitrogen
(N), phosphorus (P) and potassium (K).
Decomposition of litter produces humus (organic materlal) and minerais whose
migration by leachlng ln the soli cause horizonation. The formation of humus and
horizonatlon are the main components of pedogenesis.
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Figure 50 shows the organlc matter cycle in a tropical forest.
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Fig. 50. The organlc matter cycle ln a tropical fore.st.
3. THE WATER CYCLE
3.1. GENERAL OYERVIEW
Figure 51 shows an overview of the water cycle malnly based on seven processes:
1) precipitations (ralnfalls and mist in tropical countries)
li) evaporatlon from soil, from vegetation, from streams and ponds:
iii) transpiration;
Iv) surface run off;
v) infiltration;
vi) lateral movement of water in soil:
vii) percolation.
The complete water cycle may be briefly summarised in the following equation:
Where
P: precipitation,
R: water surplus, E: evapotranspiration, G: change in soil water storage
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1 1 Evaroration frOI 5011
4 : Transpiration
7 : Grounduhr to streals
2 1 Eyaporatlon frol streams
5 1 Evaporation frol ponds
8 : GroundllalPr to 5~i 1
~ 1 Evaporation frol yegetatlon
b 1 6roundllater to yegetatlon
Figure 52 - The water cycle (After Tyller Miller, 1988)
ln evapotranspiration two processes are combined: the transpiration of plant tissues.
the evaporatlon of water on plant leaves and in the soil.
3.2. THE RAINEALL
Rainfa" play a key role in soil erosion by the impact of raindrops. This impact is
caused by the kinetic energy of raindrops. Kinetic energy of raindrops is a functlon
of three parameters:
1) the distance between the clouds and the soil, the further the distance is, the
more energetlc and destructive Is the impact of the drop on the soil;
il) the air reslstance, a big air reslstance reduces the kinetic energy of drops;
Iii) the slze and the mass of drops.
When a ralndrop reaches the soil, it causes a geyserlike splashing. 5011 partic1es
are lifted and then dropped Into new positions. This process is called splash
eroslon. Particles shlfted by ralndrop splash tend to seal the natural soil openlng,
reduclng the Infiltration of ralnwater ln the soil and Increasing the sheet wash and
soil removal.
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On bare ground. splash eroslon Is a function of three parameters:
1) the klnetlc energy of ralndrops;
li) the duratlon of the shower;
iii) the soli reslstance to eroslon which heavlly depends on the texture and the
structure of the soli.
Lying at the Interface between atmosphere and ground, vegetation plays a key role
in reducing splash eroslon. The main effect Is the Interception of ralndrops by tree
canopy. The klnetlc energy of ralndrops acts on leaves and branches w1thout direct
effect on the ground surface.
v)
III)
Iv)
1)
li)
ln total, 35% of the rainfall reachlng the canopy will evaporate and will never
reach the soli.
The raln water washes along the branch any removing obstacles and causlng
a concentration of running water which flows down into gutters, to the next
branch or to the leaves underneath.
By gutterlng from 5% to 10% of the total rainfall reaching the canopy runs
along the branches to the trunk. The water washes along the trunk and
dlsappear at Its base by Infiltration.
By guttering from 55% to 60% of the total ralnfall reachlng the canopy runs
along the branch to the apex of the leaves and reaches the soli after a fall of
several meters during whlch drops concentrate kinetic energy.
The size and the mass of these guttering drops is bigger than the raindrop
slze. However their kinetlc energy is less, the distance of impact belng
Incomparably smaller.
As ln the case of raindrops. the effect of guttering drops on the soil is heavlly
Influenced by the soli reslstance to erosion. In tropical forests this resistance is very
hlgh. A layer of dead leaves of several centlmenters thlck covers the soil. breaking
the kinetlc energy of gutterlng drops and avolding splash eroslon. The
decamposltlon of thls layer and humification Is the tirst step of pedogenesls. So
waste has a direct Influence on the texture and the structure of the soil. In facto the
reslstance of soli to eroslon Is a direct functlon of the status of the nelghbouring
vegetation and the agricultural practlce when logged areas ln the forest are used for
shlftlng cultivatlon or cash crops.
A goOO example of the Importance of agricultural practice to avoid splash eroslon is
given by caffee plantations. Soli resistance to erosion in coffee plantations depends
on the denslty of the tree coyer. Because of the shape of their leaves. caffee shrubs
have heavy gutterlng. This. Is the reason why the soli underneath and ln the
surroundlngs Is sensitive to splash eroslon and needs tree coyer. also useful for the
coffee whlch IIkes shady areas.
Forest trees whlch provlde an abundant Iitter of leaves seem better able to grow
coffee underneath than coconut trees whlch glve poor protection agalnst splash
eroslon. A good IItter means also a better soli permeability and a better nItrification.
ln fact a better soil fertllity and Indirectly better yield.
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4. CONCLUSION
To conclude figure 53 shows a synthesis on the function of cllmate in the
envlronmental processes of the Iife layer.
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Figure 53 - Climate, plant organlc processes and soil processes
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